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HOMECOMING
N.ov.4
Black & Gold Banquet . . 6 p.m'"
'Carousel' .......... 8: 15 p.m ..-

Nov. 5
Bisons vs. SAU .. . ... .. 3 p.m.
SEARCY, ARKANSAS 72143 'Carousel' .. . ....... 7:30 p.m.

Enrollment Skyrockets to All·Time High
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Enrollment skyrocketed to an all-time high this
fall as 3,204 students registered from 48 states
and 25 foreign countries. The previous record
was 3,084 in the fall of 1980.
The record total represents a 13.4 percent increase over last year's count of 2,823, "one of
the greatest percentages of increase of any midsized private university in America;' said Dr. Jim
Carr, vice president for educational services.
Several factors contributed to the growth, according to Jim White, director of admissions.
"Our staff worked extra hard," he said. "We
spent a lot of time on the phone, and we were
persistent. Everyone on the admissions staff kept
in close contact with prospective students.
"We also held receptions in various states for
alumni, friends, parents and prospective
students. We have a full slate scheduled
throughout this year in areas where alumni are
located:' The first was held prior to the Bison
football game at Lane College in Jackson, Tenn.,
Sept. 3.
Another factor in the large enrollment was the
increase in scholarship programs for the
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Harding Programs Honored
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Freedoms Foundation of
Valley Forge, Penn., has
recognized two Harding programs with George
Washington Honor Medals.
The American Studies Program was selected for excellence in the category of
Programs and Activities, and
the Walton Program in the
category of Economic
Education.
The American Studies
Program promotes an
understanding of the concepts which formulate the
foundation of American
society - freedom, liberty,
democracy and family. Two
dimensions of the program
have been developed to
give students a deeper commitment to these words,
ideas and values.
The first dimension of the
program takes students to
locations where they can
witness the ongoing processes of life in America
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"Harding is one of few high demand institutions in the state," Carr said. As a result, the
university "will become increasingly more selective for theA989-90 academic year," he added.
Two additional factors contribute to the need
for selectivity. With a smaller-than-average semor
class this year, fewer positions will be available
for freshmen next fall. Also, the university is
slightly over capacity in housing accommodations for students.
White encouraged prospective students to
make application eady. "We have already received 200 applications for the fall of '89;' he
said. "We will work particularly on increasing
the number of men since we will have a new
men's residence hall completed by then," he
added.
Included in the record total of students enrolled
is also a record number in the freshman
class. Of the 3,204 new students at Harding, 1,086
are freshmen and 236 transferred to Harding
Jacqueline Mendez, a junior from Panama City,
Panama, moves into the newly-renovated Pattie Cobb· from other colleges and universities.
In summarizing the aura of excitement on
"academically better prepared student," White
campus, Carr praised the entire university staff
said.
for working toward recruiting and retaining
"There is always a percentage of prospective
students. "Everyone involved with Harding is a
students who complete admissions requirements,
recruiter. Harding is its people, and Harding sells
but do not actually enroll;' White said, "but
itseH with a quality academic. program, h\end\y
even that statistic decreased this fall by 11.6
students and stan, and an emphasis on spiritual
percent:'
development."

and to places important to
the nation's history. Last
year's tours were to the WalMart headquarters in Bentonville, Ark., and to
Washington, o.c. Business
leaders, government officials
and educators met with the
students to answer quesCentral American students who are part of the Walton Program
tions and explain the
cultures
with students at Kensett Elementary School.
or;ganization of the institutions which they represent.
Sowell, Ken Blanchard and
students from Central
The American Studies
John Naisbitt. Speakers from America, allow them to
Lecture Series is the second previous years have inlearn about freedom and
dimension of the program.
c1uded President Gerald
democracy and to return to
This series brings to the
Ford, Milton Friedman,
apply these principles in
campus leaders who present Henry Kissinger, Tom
their home countries.
ideas, opinions and viewPeters, Jeane Kirkpatrick, J.
points which are basic to
In the program, students
Peter Grace: Gifford Pinchot
American citizenship. This
may select any field of
and Gene Stallings.
unique approach has
study, but they are all given
The Walton Program is a
brought speakers of national scholarship program for
special opportunities to exand international proCentral American students,
perience and understand
minence to share their exAmerican business and free
established from a $1.2
periences and perspectives
enterprise. Special courses
million donation to three
with students.
are designed to meet these
universities in Arkansas in
During 1987-88, speakers
objectives, and trips are
1985 by Sam and Helen
were Paul Faulkner, Madsen Walton. The purpose of this
made to various business
Pirie, Zig Ziglar, Thomas
and historical sights.
p~ogram is to recruit
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share their native songs and
The award-winning program for 1987-88, entitled,
"Scholarly Struggle Against
Communism;' involved the
65 students who are enrolled from seven Central
American countries.
The Freedoms Foundation
is a nationally acclaimed
organization which promotes free enterprise education in the United States.
The 1988 National Awards
Jury involved 20 judges
who evaluated 2,000 entries. Harding's programs
were two of 370 selected for
awards.
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Large Number Hired to Supplement Faculty;
Adjunct and Full-Time Positions Filled

From the
President
David Burks

Even after a month, excitement is still in the air
as this new year has begun in full force. Our enrollment is at an all-time record higb 3.204 in S.e arcy
and 175 in Memphis. This represents an overall increase of 12 percent over last year.
Pattie Cobb Hall has been renovated and is a
beautiful r:esidence hall for women. The new dining
hall is c.o mplete, and we can serve all ·s tudents in
one location Qnee again. What a blessing it is!
Student Impact was a great success agqin this year
in helping students begin on a positive not.e. The
attitu~e on tlie part 0f students is especially geod
this fall. They are talented, too. with their average
ACT score 1.3 points higher this year.
We are especially excfted about our spiritual opportun ities. About 30.0 students, here and in Memphis, are. nlajoring in Bible. I believe they are really
interested in sharpening their ministry skills as they
learn how to serve ethers.
With all of these blessings cornes the challenge of
funding a distinctively Christian educational experience for tllese students. Even after our significant productivity studies last year and related savings, we win need $3 miUion in unr~stricted cash
gifts this year to balance our general fUAd budget.
We will ne,ed additional gift inceme to pay for new
buildings and the renovation of existing bu ildings.
Students pay about 65 percent of the general fund
revenues, but the remaining 35 percent must come
from 'gltts or endowment incerne. Our increase in
tuition and Jees this year was the lowest of any of
the Christian ,colleges.
Please kn0W that we very mueh appredate your
gen~rosjty in supporting- Harding in the PCl$t. We
need your help noW mme than ever te balance the
budg~t (Jift income was down significan'tly last
year, and it must be increased itl a substantial way
this year {a allow us the fUnds needed to work with
these bright and talenli!d young peopLe. Your
pra}ters and gifts, are needed. I know that God will
bless you f0f investing in Christ.ian educ'ation.

Beckett Retires after 30 Years
by Alice Ann Kellar
Virgil Beckett quietly
left his office August 31
and, without fanfare. closed
his 30-year association
with the registration and
academic records area of
Harding. His departure
was typical of his manner. but his manner was
not indicative of his contribution to his job.
Beckett served as Registrar from 1960 to 1987,
spanning an era from
grades being hand-recorded individually to fully
computerized record
keeping that included
methods and procedures
ahead of the times.
Beckett was active in
the Arkansas Association
of Collegiate Registrars as
well as the American Association of Registrars
and Admissions Officers.
His expertise was recognized among his peers,

Beckett
also. and he was often
contacted by them for advice regarding registration
procedures.
He and his wife, Wanice. have included extensive travel in their
plans, and in early September they left for an
excursion "to the Northeast" in their motor
home. "We'll be back just
whenever we decide we
want to," he said, obviously anticipating great
enjoyment of his new
schedule.
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The expanded faculty for
1988-89 includes a number
of adjunct positions to assist
with classes which have
been added to the schedule
to accommodate a record
enrollment. Eight additional
full-time teachers have
joined the faculty and two
others have returned from
graduate schools.'
In the College of Arts and
Sciences are Retta Dean,
M.S., adjunct instructor in
biology; W. D. White, M.D.,
adjunct professor of voice;
Earl Mansur, B.S., adjunct
instructor in radio and TV;
Carolyn Priest, B.A., adjunct
instructor in reading; Beth
Van Rheenen. B.A., adjunct
instructor of English; Joyce
O'Neal, B.A., adjunct instructor in psychology;
Larry Richmond, M.Ed.,
assistant professor of health,

Shock

physical education and
recreation; Ron Huckeba,
M.Ed., assistant professor of
health, physical education
and recreation and assistant
football coach; and James
Frank, B.A., associate instructor of health, physical
education and recreation
and assistant football coach.
Monte Cox, B.A., was
added to the College of Bible and Religion as the
visiting professor of missions and Lawrence Barr,
B.A., will serve as missionary in residence.
In the School of Busine.ss,
additions include Randy
McLeod, J.D., director of the
Center for Professional Sales
and assistant professor of
business; Scott Stovall,
M.B.A .. assistant professor
of accounting; Jim House,
B.A.. visiting professor of

sales; and Jimmy Cone,
M.B.A., adjunct professor of
business.
School of Education additions are Marilee Coker,
M.Ed., adjunct professor of
education, and Jan Morgan,
M.Ed., instructor of reading.
Dorothea McDowell, M.S.,
has been added to the
School of Nursing as an instructor in nursing.
Both returning faculty
members are in the College
of Arts and Sciences. They
are Randy Maddox, who
completed the Ph.D. at the
University of Mississippi and
is an assistant professor of
math, and Tim Baird, who '
completed the Ph.D. at the
University of Missouri at
Rolla and is an assistant
professor of computer
science.

Bowles

Taylor

Petit Jean Takes Harding to Hall of Fame;
Student Editors Appointed for 1988-89
Harding University is in
the Hall of Fame - the
Associated Collegiate Press
Hall of Fame in Minneapolis, Minn.
Only two colleges and
universities in the nation
have been inducted into the
elite award category. To be
eligible, the institution must
have had 10 consecutive
All-American yearbooks.
Harding's Petit Jean was
awarded its 28th consecutive All-American rating
in the fall of 1987. The
other member university is
Ball State in Muncie, Ind.
The faculty sponsor for
the 1987 Petit Jean was Dr.
Joseph E. Pryor, who advised the yearbook staff for
more than 40 years.
Jack Shock, an assistant
professor of communication
who was faculty sponsor for
the 1988 Petit Jean, has
recelltly been named by
President David Burks as
Director of Student Publications. In this role, he is
serving as adviser for both
the Petit Jean and the Bison
student newspaper.
A 1980 graduate of
Harding, Shock completed the M.A. degree at
the University of Arkansas
at Little Rock in 1985. His

previous work experience
includes an internship with
the Associated Collegiate
Press in the yearbook critique service. He conducts
regular student publications
workshops for the University of Alabama, the Carolina
Journalism Institute, the
University of Missouri and
the University of Minnesota.
"We want our students to
channel their abilities into
either publication or both of
them;' Shock said. "Mass
communication students
especially need print media
experience because they
can enter careers at higher
than entry level if they have
taken advantage of these

opportunities," he added.
Serving as editors of the
two student publications are
Sharon Bowles of Abilene,
Texas, and Greg Taylor of
Bartlesville, Okla. The 1989
Petit Jean editor, Sharon is
a junior journalism major
and a member of Shantih
social club. The Bison
editor, Greg is a senior journalism major in Chi Sigma
Alpha social club.
Assistant editors of the
publications are Jennifer
Terry, a junior public relations major from Apple
Valley, Minn., Petit Jean;
and Susan Arnette, a senior
public relations major from
Salinas, Calif., Bison.
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Visiting Missionary Relates Ideas
About Work in Foreign Countries
by Angie Mote
What would motivate a
22-year-old man to take his
wife, his four-month-old
daughter and all his
material possessions and
leave behind friends and
relatives to head for grass
huts in the midst of the
tropical jungles of Africa?
For Monte Cox, a missionary from Eldoret, Kenya,
it was inspiration. Cox is
the visiting missionary for
1988-89 at Harding.
Cox attended Harding in
1977, majoring in chemistry
to prepare for medical
school. He admitted that he
had never had much interest in mission work. "I
thought that missionaries
were out of touch:' he said.
But a visiting lecturer who
spoke on lordship and
discipleship challenged and
inspired his interest in
overseas missions.
. Cox spent the summer of
1979 working with Wayne
Reed, a missionary in
Ireland whose example
caused him to re-think his
ideas about missionaries. He
changed his major to Bible
and, following graduation in
1981, he and his wife, Beth,
joined forces with three
other couples who were
making plans to begin mission work in Kenya. They
set out for their destination
in the summer of 1982.
"I went to Kenya thinking
it was a backward
wilderness of African
natives. The adjustment
period was very painful and
extremely difficult. My
daughter, Rachel, got sick
on the plane going over.
The living situation was difficult, with all four couples
living together in the same
house for the first six
months, and it was hard.
"As we became more
familiar with the language
and customs, we gradually
adjusted to our new environment. I came to
believe that happiness in a
foreign country is in direct
proportion to involvement
with the people. If I wasn't
involved, I felt like an outsider and wanted to come
home:' Cox said.
He acknowledged that he
had not chosen to live in
Kenya because "it was a
nice place to raise kids. I
was not fleeing America,
and I probably would not
have gone had it not been
for the importance of my
work.
"It has been a neat experience for my children,
although they don't know it
yet. They are very happy.
Rachel, now six, has already

Harding Facts...
Exxon Foundation Grant
Harding has received a grant of $8,600 from the
Exxon Foundation for study of the impact of recent
legislation requiring remediation in mathematics for
many entering college freshmen. Dr. Steve Smith,
department chairman, said the grant will be administered by Dr. Travis Thompson, associate professor of mathematics and computer science.
The legislation, passed recently as "Act 1052 - The
Impact on Higher Education in Arkansas:' required
college algebra or its equivalent for all degree programs requiring mathematics. The grant became effective in July and will continue through June of 1989.
Special Graduation
Graduation days are always special, but for Dennis
and Kathy Davenport, the 1988 summer commencement was doubly special. Both Dennis and Kathy
received master's degrees - he at Harding and she at
the University of Central Arkansas in Conway.
Kathy completed requirements toward the master of
science in nursing in January and joined the Harding
School of Nursing faculty. She has also spent some
time performing with her three sisters, doing country
music concerts as "The Steffin Sisters:'
Dennis completed requirements for the Master of
Education with an emphasis on Health, Physical
Education and Recreation. He is a member of the
basketball coaching staff.

I

Monte Cox, the visiting missionary for this school year,
visits with Bill Tripp, a junior management major from
Lancaster, Ohio.

seen hundreds of baptisms
and new churches begun,
more than many elderly
people have seen:' he
added.
The missionaries in Kenya
have experienced some
persecution. "I had some
personal threats, and there
has been governmental
pressure on missionaries
lately:' he stated. The
church has been declared
officially illegal in Kenya.
In the six years that
Cox and the mission team
have been in Eldoret,
Kenya, they have reaped a
great harvest. "The church
has grown from zero
members to over 1,000 with
35 churches. Other mission
efforts have been very
jealous of our progress," he
added.
In the vast land of Kenya,
what do Cox and his colleagues hope to accomplish?
"Our ultimate goal is to
leave behind a movement
that will continue to function without us. We are just
catalysts to get the ball rolling, and then they will roll
on their own momentum.
Our more specific goal is to
establish 100 churches that
will function independently
of us and will include one
percent of the population in
10 years:' Cox stated.
-Monte and Beth Cox will
be in Searcy throughout the
year to encourage missionary involvement in the
student body at Harding. He
is teaching three classes this
fall and is helping with a
mission outreach group on
Monday nights. On Thursday nights, he hosts an informal meeting of about 50
persons concerning African
missions.
In addition to Rachel,
their children are Joel, 3,
and Sarah, 1. When they
return to Kenya next summer, they plan to remain at
least three more years. "I
would like to be back in the
United States by the time
the kids are junior high
school age:' he said.

Reflecting back pensively
over the six years in Kenya,
Cox recalled the close
friendships they have
formed with the people.
One couple in particular
brought back fond remembrances. "Jackson (the first
Christian there) and I have
been through thick and thin
together. His wife, Euniece,
died last year during
childbirth. I was with her
when she died. I had to tell
Jackson, and then I had to
tell his six kids. They are
the closest African friends
that Beth and I have.
"We would spend nights
together playing Aggravation. I remember sitting in
Jackson's grass hut with
mud floors, no electricity,
one dim kerosene lamp in
the center of the room,
laughing and telling jokes,
then studying and praying
with a group of men. Then
when everyone would go
home, Jackson and I
sometimes talked until 2 or
3 in the morning.

Senior Internship
Telia Langston, a senior food merchandising major,
spent six weeks this summer in an internship with
Southern Living magazine in her hometown of Birmingham, Ala. She is the first Harding student to have
received such an assignment with the magazine.
Telia was assigned to the test foods kitchen, which,
according to Jeanetta Keller of the magazine's public
relations office, was truly a "hands on" job and not
one of mere observation.
The intern described the experience as "absolutely
wonderful." From the 2,000 recipes received on an
average each month, the food editors identified those
they wished to be tested. "We cooked all morning:'
Telia said, "then during the afternoon, the products
were tested and rated, and finally the editors selected
the ones to be published:'
A member of Tri Kappa women's club, Telia is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Langston of Birmingham. She will graduate in December.
Thompson Selected for Merit Certificate
Linda Thompson, director of the learning assistance
center, has been selected to receive a Certificate
of Merit from the National Recognition Program for
Academic Advising. She is the current chairperson for
the group's regional meeting.
Nominees ·for the award were evaluated on the
evidence of effective advising qualities and practices
which distinguished them as outstanding academic
advisors. Also a developmental education specialist,
she completed training at the Kellogg Institute at Appalachian State University in Boone, N.C. She joined
the faculty in 1986.

As encouragement and
advice to those thinking
about entering the mission
field, Cox said, "Be sure of
your motives. Also be
thoughtful of the opportunties. We need to concentrate
on receptive places where
we can effectively reap a
harvesf'
"Barriers can be overcome:' Cox summarized.
"That is mission work to
me - sleeping in their huts,
eating their food and speaking their lapguage:'
As the year progresses,
those who are around
Monte Cox will gain deeper
insights into the life and
teachings of Christ through
the example and experience
of a dedicated young man
who was inspired by a missionary to change his life's
work. Who knows? That
same inspiration may take
seed in the heart of one or
more students sitting at
Cox's feet in Bible classes
this year.

,

Record Number Accepted
A record 18 alumni were admitted to medical
schools for the fall of 1988 out of a total of 25 admitted to professional schools in all areas of health
science. This acceptance rate continues the tradition
established by Harding: more than 75 percent of its
students who apply to medical and professional
schools gain admission. The national rate is 57
percent.
Accepted into medical schools were David Adcox,
Scott Ballinger, Mark Bettich, Eric Bowen, Kyle Colvett, Scott Corbin, Timothy Costello, Cara Duvall,
William Helms, Dennis C. Kelly, Jr., Lisa Neal, Rebecca Plumlee, Kelly Dawn Rogers, Eddie Shields, Jill
Stewart, David Stills, Mike Walton and Karen Young.
Dental school enrollments include Evie Green, Joey
Adkins, Michael Savage and Sean Prine.
Others were Tom Hobbs, optometry; Janet Taylor
and Alan Morphis, pharmacy; and David Foster,
veterinary medicine.

,
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University Program in Theater
Involves Large Number of Students
Theater is a program
which involves a large
number of students, though
few participate in the degree
program. For most students,
it is considered an extracurricular activity.
With only 18 students
majoring or minoring in
theater or theater management, it would seem that little attention would be given
to dramatic productions on
campus. Such is definitely
not the case.
Auditions for a
lO-member children's
theater group attracted 60
students during the first two
weeks of school. The annual Homecoming musical,
with a cast of 60 including
the chorus, drew 95 for
tryouts. Technicals and
design for the annual Spring
Sing and Homecoming productions require 25 to 30
people.
Then there's a late winter
or early spring production,
plus a children's theater or
other drama production in
late spring, some one-act
plays directed by students
in Play Production class and
the community-oriented
Searcy Summer Dinner
1'neateT.
Dr. Morris Ellis, associate
professor of communication,
is director of theater. He
holds the Ph.D. in design
and acting/directing from
Texas Tech University. A
1967 Harding gradute, he
was quite active in drama
productions during his college days. Robin Miller, who

Students in Pied Pipers begin rehearsals as doors, chairs,
windows and books for the children's theater productions of
the touring troupe.

is on leave of absence to
complete the Master of Fine
Arts at Memphis State
University, will teach theater
classes and direct the
Homecoming musical when
he returns in the fall of
1990.
Meanwhile, Ellis is getting
the help of Andy
Kronenwetter, a graduate
assistant in speech education who is directing the
new improvisational
children's theater group
called Piped Pipers. A
lO-member touring group,
the Pied Pipers will perform
primarily in schools and
churches.
Kronenwetter gained experience with Piped Pipers
while at Ohio Valley College
in Parkersburg, W. Va. The
troupe "sings songs, tells
stories and involves
children in the world of
make-believe;' as Ellis
described it. Members use

their physical abilities to
create scenery, atmosphere
and sound effects. There are
no props, "just their bodies
and brightly-colored
costumes," he said.
This is Harding's first formal experience with Pied
Pipers. Other Christian colleges which have a troupe
include Freed-Hardeman,
Faulkner and Abilene
Christian.
The major community
outreach of Harding's
theater program is Searcy
Summer Dinner Theater.
This program completed its
sixth season last summer
with three productions "Murder or Marriage;'
"Snoopy" and "The Curious
Savage."
"We have tried to make
the dinner theater a
community-thrust program
to help draw the campus
and community together;'
Ellis said. Auditions are

open to the general public
and both students and local
citizens participate.
Each production is
presented three times - on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings - with a
140-seat capacity in Hammon Student Center. With
the expansion of the
American Heritage cafeteria
to include private areas at
the back, Ellis hopes to expand capacity to 200 people
each night for next summer.
Other changes are being
considered since the pro-·
gram is "growing each summer;' Ellis said.
Two campus organizations
serve the needs of drama
students. Campus Players is
the oldest student organization, having been established by Mrs. Woodson
Harding Armstrong during
Harding's early years. A student who participates in
any aspect of theater productions becomes eligible
for membership by earning
the necessary points. Alpha
Psi Omega, a national
honor drama fraternity, has
membership by invitation.
Students who choose to
major in theater may select
the broad area major or
theater management. Since
this area is "where the jobs
are;' Ellis is encouraging
students to look at management. The major requires
courses from numerous
disciplines - art, accounting, personnel management,
marketing, communication,
English and drama.

"The Curious Savage" is staged in Hammon Student Center as one of three presentations of the 1988 Searcy Summer Dinner Theater.
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Hurst Climbs to High-Marke·
In, Television News Broadcas

by Kay Gowen
By anyone's Standards, Greg HurSt is a success story "Climb to the top of the ladder overnight" kind oJ success
Greg apparently did not lie' around the hou.S::e in Dallas,
be ,il television news anchor when he grew up. In fact, be
in the fall of 1977 without the. slightest idea of what majo
PU{$\le. He registered witb the masses - as an undecided
For two years, he Ci:)rtcentrateq on general educa~ion
eval:t,lated a variety of interests. When he s~led on broa
he said, "I knew I WOUld enjQY it and that 1 could devOte
the next two years entirely to my major'."
Following graduation, Greg became the weekend news
the ABC affil'iate in Litile Rock, Ark. His work there, invol
tivities' - sqmning the state and natitmal wire services, r,
stpries, editing other reportersl copy, writing lead-ins ,Ie the
ing over the news to be r.eported during the late afterno.o
eyerylhing from shoqting vid~tape to helping with proP
writing. I just 'dbh't think my career~~ould hqvt'! prGSl
said.
Gireg reeeived the 'Gevemor's Award for ExceIlen<te in
story about cancer. However, he belleves his five-part se'
ing was his best st9ry. '" was most proud of that series' '"
and all th~ w9rk thai went into it:'
In Janu~\ i.987, bavln-g already turned down jobs will
Tcmigl)t," CNN and other major television markets. Greg
moved to San Diegd, Calif: He new co-'anchers the w~k,
6~20 editions Of KFMB;1'V's News Eight. tbe- broadcasting
ranks 25th in the -nation.
Greg looks back to Harding as the place wbere his ca
the hands-on training and experience he recelved are w
most. I'Yeu don't find too many colleges the size Gf H
and television staJiens run by students. In my field, han
really what counts." He also remembers his senior year i
CB:-; -affHiate' in Li.tt1e Rock ~ being very, helpful.
Gresh'as appreciated another ~ped Qf H~rding: "My I
background has epme in haFldy. B'~ing fartilljar ,with dif:
really, helps me relate to the wide vcu"i"ety of aSsignments
t;over. J've inte'rviewe<i everyone from farmers to politici
felons to hom~makers. Harding gave me a complete, wei
that 1 need to do f1lY job."
~ year, Gre,g also "anch0r~" the Harding video that
uniVerSity t9 provide"gene:ral informati0n and assist studl
fund taising.
Greg Hurst - a SU(;oess story by anyone's, definiti@o.

Mass Communication Majors Soar to Top
In Growth Category During Last Three Years
Communication is the
fastest growing diScipline at
Harding, according to Dr.
Dean Priest, dean of the
College of Arts and
Sciences. The number of
declared majors went from
154 in 1985 to 207 last fall.
Parallel with this growth
has been the need to
upgrade facilities. The
university has just completed renovation of the
west side of the first floor of
the Ganus building which
now houses the computer
graphics lab, a new
darkroom and an
editing/control room for
video production. "These
additions will supplement
the facilities in use since
1974 in the TV studio in
the Bible building;' said Dr.
John Ryan, chairman of the
department.
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Declared Majors in Communication

Harding has four majors:
advertising, print journalism, public relations and
radio/Tv. Every student majoring in a mass communication area is required
to take a core of courses
common to all areas. Other
courses focus on a specific
'major.
Radio/TV majors complete
a practicum in each area of
their major. Campus station
TV19 and KHCA radio provide opportunities for apprentice experience in
preparation for the job
market.
Students experience all aspects of television production as part
of the TV19 reporting and technical crews, aired from campus
TV19 is aired locally a
on weeknights during the school year.
minimum of two hours each
weeknight during the school by students, with superviwriting/editing for jouryear after working
sion and instruction from
nalism classes. A laser
assignments have been
Mike James, assistant proprinter produces cameracompleted in the fall.
fessor of communication.
ready type and art, and
Students audition for eight
Louis Butterfield, an assislight tables are available for
director positions and four
tant professor of compasteup work. Future plans
anchors, with scholarships
munication on leave for
include full production of
ranging from $300 to $ 700
doctoral study, will serve as the Bison and Petit Jean
per semester.
co-director of TV19 and adtypography, according to
KHCA, a carrier current
visor for KHCA when he
Jack Shock, instructor in
station, airs from 6:30 to
returns in the fall.
communication and director
8:45 a.m. and from 4 p.m.
The computer graphics
of student publications.
to midnight. Its news inforlab enhances the training of
Public relations majors
mation and recorded music
students majoring in advertake a cross-section of
are available anywhere on
tising, public relations and
courses from all mass comcampus at 560 on the radio
print journalism. The 20
munication areas. Advertisdial. Students fill seven
Macintosh Plus personal
ing includes a strong emdirector positions, with accomputers allow students to phasis on art and managecompanying scholarships.
do page makeup, design
ment. Radio/\\J and \OUIBoth the radio and TV
and layout for advertising
nalism focus within their
programs are fully produced
typography and
own curriculums.

by Kay Gowen

Greg HurSt, is a success story - orie of those
ladder oVernight" kind of success stories.
net lie arounCi the house in Dallas, Texas, wishing to
when he grew up. rn fact, ne (lame to Harding
the slightest idea of what major he wanted to
the masses - as an undecided m.ajor.
lt rated on general education l"f¥Iuirements and
interests. When he settled. on broadcasting/journalism"
enjoy it and thatl I could devote my attention for
to my major:'
Greg oecame :the weekend news anchor for KATv,
Rock, Ark. His work there' inv0lved numerous acstate and national wire services. rewriting the wire
orters' copy, wriling lead-ins to their storiesI' and I.ookreported during the late afternoon te1~t. "( did
.vldeotape to helpi ng with prQPuctionto news
my c~reer could hqve pregressed anyoo_tter:' I\e
Award for E.x:eellence in Broadcasting for a
, h.e believes his five-pa.rt series ,on drunk driv'" was most proud of that series because of the topic
into it."

a1read-y turned down jobs with "Entertai nment
maiP' television markets, Oreg af1d his wife, Andra,
if~ He now co-ancho,rS t\1e w~k:day 5 o'eIOGk" and
News ELgh(, tbe brGad~t i ng market wbiGh

Training for Communication Disorders Careers
Ranked Among the Best at Undergraduate Level
Harding's undergraduate
program in speech language
pathology is considered by
many graduate schools to
be "one of the best in the
nation;' according to Dr.
Dan Tullos, associate professor of communication.
"This reputation is based
on the quality of training
our students take into
graduate programs in major
educational institutions
throughout the United
States;' Tullos said. Recent
graduates have gone into
master's programs at Memphis State University, Baylor,
-

. - -.. -

the University of Mississippi,
Vanderbilt, Penn State,
Michigan State University
and the University of
Arkansas Medical Sciences.
The communication
disorders program exists to
provide an educational program for students in speech
language pathology,
audiology and deaf education. An outgrowth of this
basic purpose is to provide
clinical services in speech
pathology and audiology to
university students and to
the community at large.
Two tracks are available
.EEI49i

..

l1_aramg as the place where ,bis career begaA. He said
experience he received are what he rememi5erS
many colleges the: size of Harding that have ra'dio
run by students. In my field, hands-em experience i's
als0 rem~bel? his ~~or year internship with the
as b~ng ,very helpful.
another -aspecJ of Harding: "My, liberal arts
handy. Being familiar '?"lth ~erent subject are~
the wide variety of assignrn!:!nts I'm ealled .en to
everyone from farmers to poli ticians to 'cohvi.cted
Harding gave me a complete; well-roundea education.
the Harding ·video that i$ u~ed lly the
informatio_D and assist student recruitmefll and

st0ry by anyone's

def,jniti'on~

Mittie Parks, a senior communication disorders major from
Scranton, Ark., works with Bonnie Gamer of Searcy during
her supervised clinical instruction for the degree program.

to students in the program.
The educational track,
selected by a large percentage of majors, leads to
teacher certification.
Although students in this
track generally go on to
graduate schools, some elect
careers in public and
private education .
The graduate preparatory
track, which attracts a
smaller number of majors,
leads directly into master's
programs and ultimately into careers in speech and
educational clinics. A minor
in psychology or a related
field is required.
The speech and hearing
clinic at Harding is directed
by Tullos, who completed a
doctorate in communication
disorders at Pennsylvania
State University last
December. He is assisted by
Rebecca Weaver, an assistant professor of communication. Both are certified speech/language
pathologists.
Under their leadership,
students gain practical training and experience through
clinical services and instruction for the 50 clients who

are enrolled in the program.
Each student in the program takes 200 hours of
supervised clinical instruction. Clients from the community range from six
months to 45 years of age.
Of the 32 students who
have declared majors in
communication disorders, 19
are involved in clinical instruction. The others must
complete the introductory
course in speech-language
pathology before they can
participate in the clinical
service.
This fall, the speech
language program added a
new dimension. With the
growing number of international students on campus,
a non-credit course is being
offered in English diction.
"We noticed in our basic
speech classes, which every
student is required to take,
that the foreign students
were having difficulty with
the pronunciation of many
English words;' Weaver said,
"so we decided to offer this
class to help them to be
better prepared:' About 25
students are expected
in the first class.
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Christian StelWrdship
And Estate. Plannlng
by William Tucker, attorney
Direc,Jor Qf E)efen:ed Giuing

Shewmaker

Cooper

Cooper and Shewmaker
To Speak in Lecture Series
The American Studies
Wal-Mart began in 1970
Lecture Series for fall will
when he became district
feature a fitness expert and
manager in charge of new
store openings. He served
a business executive in
as vice president of security;
November. Dr. Kenneth
Cooper, leader of the intervice president of store
national physical fitness
operations; executive vice
movement, will speak Nov.
president of store opera7, and Jack Shewmaker,
tions, personnel and merformer president and chief
chandise; president and
operating officer of Walchief operating officer; and
Mart, Inc., will speak Nov.
vice chairman and chief
29.
financial officer during the
Cooper has led the purensuing 18 years.
suit for good health through
Prior to joining Wal-Mart,
his writing and research,
he performed assignments
which has included the
as store manager, district
publication of eight books
manager and corporate
during the last 20 years. He training director for Coast to
founded The Aerobics
Coast Stores in Minneapolis,
Center in Dallas, Texas, in
Minn., and Kroger Family
1970 when he left the
Center, Division of Kroger
United States Air Force.
Stores, in Cincinnati, Ohio.
During his 13 years in the
The Buffalo, Mo. , native is
military service, Dr. Cooper, a member of the Board of
'i flight surgeon, developed
Directors for Lowe's Comthe Aerobics Point System
pany and for Students in
which is currently being
Free Enterprise, Inc. He is a
utilized by the United States member of the Board of
A.ir Force, Army, Navy,
Trustees at Drury College in
Secret Service, several
Springfield, Mo., and of the
foreign military organizaNational Advisory Board for
tions, many U.S. corporaGeorgia Institute of
tions and more than 500
Technology in Atlanta, Ga.
universities and public
Shewmaker is the
schools.
of Jac's
owner/operator
In 1982, The London
Ranch,
one
of
northwest
Times named Dr. Cooper,
Arkansas' largest cattle
among 74 people in the
operations dealing in
world, as "The Greatest" of
the last 20 years and noted, registered Angus and Polled
Hereford breeding\ stock. His
"The drop in deaths from
heart disease in America by ranch has producec;l several
champions and has, gained
14 percent in the 1970's is
considerable recognition
commonly credited to Dr.
since
its inception in 1983.
Cooper, as is the jogging
In 1981, Shewmaker was
boom which put more than
named the Discount Retailer
25 million Americans on
of the Year. In 1985, Mass
:he roads by the end of the
Market Retailer magazine
jecade."
Cooper's eight books, six
honored him as Retailer of
the
Year. He was also
')f which deal specifically
awarded an Honorary Docvith aerobics, have sold
nore than 17 million copies torate degree by Southwest
n 39 languages and Braille. Baptist University in 1985.
Cooper's lecture will be
Shewmaker, who announced his semi-retirement Monday, Nov. 7, at 7:30
p.m. Shewmaker will speak
:rom Wal-Mart in February,
in the series at 7:30 p.m. on
serves the company as a
Tuesday, Nov. 29. Both adconsultant and member of
dresses will be in Benson
the Board of Directors.
Auditorium.
His retailing career with

H
I) -

omecoming
Nov. 4·5
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PROBATE ASSETS V. NON-PROBATE ASSETS
Assets which pass to a beneficiary through a will are probate assets. ~ets which
pass to another wi~houl regard to a will are non-probate assets. The follOwing example demonstrates that p,robate and non-prooate assets must be thQught'fully coordinated in o~der to accompJish the testator's goals.

t'lSlJ

Abo~
byA

What wou
22-year-old
wife, his
daughter
material .
leave beh

Several weeks ago, at the request of a Christian-widow, I was privileged to review her
last will and testament. Her will contained a clear expression of her testamentary intent.
Firs!, she gave all of her tangible ~rsonal property (i.e., furniture, clething, automobile
and articles of sentimental value) to her children in approximately equal shares.
Second, she left a specific dmount of money to each of her three childr~n. Third, she
bequested the rernainder of her estate to Harding University. After reviewing her will,
which had been wrillen by her attorney several years ago, we determined that it slill accurately expressed her intent.
Satisfied with her will, { then asked if { could review the assets which made liP her
estate. {learned thai she had three pn'mary types of assets: (I) real estate, (2) tangible
personal property and (3) certificates of deposit and rrwney ma.rke/ accounts.
Her real estate wascornposed of iJ residenlial 101 and house. This home was originally purchased joinlly with her husband about 40 years ago. Her husband died /0 years
ago and the title to the property is now in her name alone.
Her tangible personal property was .made up of household furniture and af)plianc-es,
jewelry and c/othing, an automobile, an antique trador, a riding lawn mower and
several other farm implements which she had kept alter her husband's death.
Her certificates of deposits and money market accounts were ·all deposited in her
hometown savings and loan assQcialion. Before her husband's death. these accounts
were held in their joint names. Since his death, the accounts have oeen. held in her
name alone.
Aboul one year ago, she received a phone call from her savings and loan bank advising her that the limits of her deposil insurance was $100,000. Since her accounts
were substantially greater than $100,000, the bank recommended thal she add her
children's names to the accounts and thereby protect her qank ' deposits in ex.cess of
$/00. {)()o against the "remote possibility ,of bank failure." She certainly wanted the addi·
tional protection, so she took their advice and added her children's names to all of her
accounts, thus creating joint ownership with rights of survivorship.
The advice of Ihe savings and lean bank was made in good (aith, but the adVice
de$troye.d the plan for the disi'ributibn of assels·sel out in her will. By creating Ihe j oint
accounts-, the bank deposits l5ecame "non-probate" assets. Joint aceounlS pass directly
10 the survioor without any consideration of the terms of/he last ,will and testament of
the deceased. When this was explained /0 her. she deClared that il was not her desire
for her children to receive these accounts, but it was her desire for the accounts to pass
according to the estate pion set oul in her last will and testament.

The ownersnip of each asset must be carefully considered and coordinated with
the last will and testament in order to earry aut the testator's Wishes. A carefully
drawn last will and testament may be, nullified unless the ownership of each asset is
carefu lly coordinated with the estate plan.
YEAR·END G1VING
It is hard to believe, but it is true, 1988 will be history in about two and one-half
months. The latter manths of each year are a popular time for making gifts. The
baseline reason for giving to Harding is to suppurt the cause for: which she stiinds. If
you itell!iz~ deductions, a secondary reason for giving to Harding is tax benefits. The
charitable contrjbution deduction is still one of the attractive benefits of charitable
contributions.
May of the benefits and deduetions that were ava'ilable before tax reform are now
history. After tax reform, charitable gi~ing remains one oj the most easily controlled
ways for givers to reduce taxable income. To impr0Ve your tax picture for ]988 and
strengthen this ministry, please consider a year-end gift to Harding.
Your charitable gifts can take many forms such as: cash, appreciated securities and
real estate.
The mdst common and most conVenient form Qf Wft is <::ash. A record of cash gifts
can be easily main~ned through cancelled checks aod [eC,eipt~:
Stocks) mutual funds and bonds often make· excellent gifts. Generally, it is advisable to give an asset that has increased in value rather than sell the asset, pay
the c-apital gains tax and give the net proceeds. By giving rather 'than selling the appr-eciated asset, the ddnor avoids the capital gains tax. 1n atld1tion, a charitable jncome tax deduction is allowed for the full value at the asset.- not for its original c,ost.
Perhaps you would like t.o make a gift but do nor wish to give up the income
which the asset is producing. 1t is possible to give the asset and receive an incom~
through a charitaq,le gift annuity or ~bqJlitabl e r-emainder trust. These IHe income
plans can aetually increase your income, decrease your 'income tax and decrease or
eliminat~ your estate tax.
In arder .to reduce YOUT 1988 income taxes, & aritabJe gifts must be made on or
before December 31 , 1988.
'
£$ta1f: planning and centribu{ions ir;wolue sen'ous $tewp-(ds/1ip considerations.
;m~rt(JfII /0 seieCl the Bift Qpportunily that best suits YOIJY circumslpnces.
If Wf (ian assist you With those ~onsiderorions. please call us '10 1/ free at
1$ 632-4751, or j·8(}().643-3792 if you live outsidf 01 ArkaTlsas. If you wish
to make a 8if/ Without consultation, ple.asemail it 10 HardiTlg University, Box
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Men's Basketball Outlook for 87·88
Appears 'Cautiously Optimistic'
by Ken Bissell
Preseason polls, as
coaches well know, are as
legitimate as readings from
crystal balls. Bison men's
basketball coach Jess Bucy
discards any notions that
his 1988-89 squad is a shooin for the Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference title
despite what some prognosticators might say.
Though no preseason
polls have been released,
the Bisons will undoubtedly
be considered as one of the
picks for the AIC title based
on returning talent. That
was the case last year when
Harding made the top three
before the, first jump ball
was tossed, The Bisons
struggled, however, to a
13-15 record.
"I don't put a lot of stock
in those preseason polls. We
proved last year that they
don't mean a whole lot. We
may have the best team
before the season starts, but
a lot of things can happen
during the year," Bucy said.
Four starters and 10 lettermen return for Bucy as
he enters his 20th season at

the Bison helm. That, and
the fact that seven of the
veterans were a part of the
1987 team that won the
NAIA District 17 title, adds
up to an exciting year for
the Black and Gold.
"We should be improved
in several areas, but the big
key is our maturity. Last
year we had only one
senior, Tim Smallwood; the
rest were very young.
Several of our players were
immediately a part of a successful team as freshmen in
'87, but we had three
outstanding seniors who
were excellent leaders. Suddenly our sophomores and
juniors were forced to
become leaders last year.
They've matured and have
been in the fire;' he said.
Heading the list are a pair
of AIl-AlC junior candidates
who started as newcomers
two years ago. Little Rock's
Rolando Garcia and
Brinkley, Ark., native, Corey
Camper could be one of
the best combinations in
the conference, according to
Bucy.
Garcia, an agile 6-8

postman, started slowly but
ended with a flurry to
average 14.7 points and 7.3
rebounds a game. Camper,
a strong and court-smart 6-3
guard, led the Bisons in
scoring as a freshman and
repeated his success with a
14.2-point average last year.
"You won't find two
players who want to win
more than Rolando and
Corey;' said Bucy. "They
were two of the most poised
freshmen I've ever seen,
and they're getting better.
Both are very unselfish and
team oriented, which make
them ideal floor leaders."
They will receive help
from junior guard David
James of St. Louis, Mo., and
senior forwards Carl Collins
of Valley Springs, Ark., and
Chad Bradley of DeSoto,
Mo.
James proved to be one
of the AIC's top defensive
specialists last year and
started every game. Collins
and Bradley each stand 6-7
and shared time at the inside forward spot.
Bucy and assistant coach
Nicky Boyd can look to

Junior guard Corey Camper has paced the Bison scorers in his
first two seasons.
their bench for support if
the starting five falter.
Senior Barry Thames of
St. Louis, juniors Curtis
Washington of Brinkley and
Reid Hayward of Fayetteville, Ark., and sophomore
Michael Wood of Judsonia,
Ark., saw considerable action at guard last year.
Thames specializes in
defense, while Washington
and Wood are three-point
threats. Hayward, a walkon,
is the crowd favorite on the
team.
Redshirt freshman Lyn
Cotter of Gepp, Ark., and
junior letterman Sean

French of Bellevue, Neb.,
will spell Collins and
Bradley at forward. French
could also support Garcia at
postman. The third Collins
brother, freshman David,
has a soft touch and may
be the surprise of the Bison
camp.
The Bisons open a strong
nonference schedule
November 14 at Union
University in Jackson, Tenn.
The slate includes the tough
Southern Illinois University
Tournament in Edwardsville.
Ill., Nov. 25-26. Harding
opens AIC play Jan. 5 at
Hendrix College in Conway.

Lady Bisons Look to a Rebuilding Season in Basketball
At least three new faces
will appear in the starting
lineup of the Lady Bison
basketball team this fall, but
head coach Phil Watkins
says the squad may be
stronger than ever.
Eight lettermen return
from last year's 7-17 team
that reached the NAIA
District 17 postseason tournament for the first time.
Watkins says the team will
be greatly enhanced with
the arrival of three proven
junior college players.
"We feel very good about
our recruiting. We were
needing immediate help
and we think the girls we
signed will be able to step
in and play;' said Watkins.
who has been with the program through its five-year
history.
Two years ago Watkins
looked to North Arkansas
Community College for
prime time talent, and he
landed Shawn Bradford and
Teri Loven, a pair of hot
shooting guards. Stephany
Smith transfered about the
same time from Cop ianLincoln Junior College, immediately stepping with her
two new teammates into the

Sophomore Lady Bison Tomi Cragwall returns to lead the inside game.
Lady Bison starting five. All
three graduated, leaving the
void for Watkins to fill.
Watkins again looked to
NACC and found guards
Carrie White and Gina Hudson and forward Shannon
Tate. According to Watkins,
the NACC trio may make
the Lady Bisons even more
competitive.
"Carrie is one of the most
talented athletes I've ever
seen. Gina may be the best
defensive player we've ever
recruited, and Shannon is
extremely versatile. She's
the best basketball player,

male or female, I've ever
seen at shooting with either
hand:'
White, a native of Valley
Springs, Ark., was voted
Arkansas' Outstanding
Female Athlete her seriior
year in high school. She
ranks as one of the most intelligent athletes at the
school with a 3.81 grade
point. Hudson, also very intelligent, earned honors at
Flippin, Ark. Tate, a native
of Paragould, Ark., will likely start at forward.
Watkins says the other

two starting slots are up for
grabs, but several returnees
are making their presence
known. "Just about every
player has improved since
last year. Our team speed
has taken a big jump,
which should make us a
better team;' he said.
Guard Lorie Hoofman of
Judsonia, Ark., and forwards Syrena Burch of
Madison, Tenn., and Julie
Roddy of Bradford, Ark.,
started at different times last
year. Roddy suffered a
severe knee injury late in
the year which kept her out
of the lineup, but Watkins
says she has recovered and
is near full speed.
Perhaps the most improved lady Bison will have
to sit out the fall semester
to retain her academic
eligibility. Postman Tomi
Cragwall of Lebanon, Tenn.,
has added strength and
speed and could be one of
the dominant players in the
conference with her 6-3
frame, Watkins says. She
will return to the Lady
Bisons in the spring.
Guards Andrea Grimes of
Brentwood, Tenn., Sharla
Hastings of Rosston, Ark.,

Kara Hutchinson of Quincy,
Fla., and Lisa Kirk of
Springdale, Ark., saw
limited action last year. All
four will provide depth and
could see playing time if
they improve their shooting
skills.
Three other newcomers
could also make an impact
on the team. Tracey Harrell,
who walked on after sitting
out of action last year, will
likely back up Cragwall and
Tate at the post and forward
spots. Two highly regarded
freshmen, Stephanie
Williamson of Birmingham,
Ala. and Brenda Hauk of
Houston, complete the
roster. Watkins expects big
things from Williamson, who
was Alabama's Class 6A
Player of the Year and led
her team to the state title
her junior year.
"We have a lot of
unanswered questions
before the season that we
hope will be answered by
the first of the year;'
Watkins said. "If our three
junior college girls come
through, we'll be a contender. We have the talent;
we just have to make it
work."
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,. Dr. Joe to Fulfill Childhood Dream
As a Medical Doctor in 'Carousel'

-

by Alice Ann Kellar
As a boy, Joseph Pryor
wanted to be a medical doctor. He never made it.
Instead, he pursued other
~aths that included teaching
!it Harding for more than 40
years, serving as academic
jean, vice president, Petit
lean advisor and numerous
)ther assignments.
But in his final year of
:eaching at the unviersity,
]e is getting the opportunity
:0 portray a physician, even
:f it is only for one scene in
:he upcoming Homecoming
)roduction of "Carousel."
"The closing scene of
Carousel' called for the
'own doctor to deliver the
jaccalaureate address,"
4.rthur Shearin, one of the
jirectors, said. "We thought
·t fitting that Dr. Joe play
:hat role and we are
)Ieased he agreed to do it."
Dr. Joe's appearance on
,tage will not be his first,
llthough it has been quite a
. :-lumber of years since he
was active in Harding projuctions. In the early years,
10wever, he produced and
jirected the college's drama
2fforts. "During that time;'
Jryor said, "it was usually
lecessary that I play one of
:he roles. We didn't have a
~reat number to choose
rom in those days:'
Pryor has been cast as
)r. Seldon, whose lines in:Iude a charge to the spring
~raduating class. "I really
jidn't know if I could learn
1 long part, but I told the
jirectors that I was pretty
~ood at ad libbing," he said.

Anyone who knows Joe
Pryor has absolutely no
doubts about his success.
A cast of about 60, including the Clam Bake
chorus of 30 voices, will
present the Rodgers and
Hammerstein musical at
8:15 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 4,
and 7:30 p.m. on Sat., Nov.
5, in Benson Auditorium.
Leading roles, announced
last spring, will be played
by Conrad Ekkens of
Freeland, Mich., as Billy
Bigelow; Shelli Miller
Meador of Springfield, Mo.,
as Julie Jordan; Robert Ritter of Bonner Springs, Kan.,
as Enoch Snow; India Medders of Calhoun, Ga., as
Carrier Pepperidge; and
Laura Beth Henderson of
Searcy as Nettie Fowler.
Director Morris Ellis and
the technical crew have
finished the sets, and the
costumes, most of which are
being stitched by the
students, are almost

completed.
An orchestra of 30 musicians, under the direction of
Shearin, began rehearsing at
the start of the semester.
The remaining cast,
selected following auditions
in early September, includes
Marisa Thomas of Irving,
Texas, as Mrs. Mullins; Scott
Miller of Springfield, Mo., as
Jigger; Greg Hargett of Ventura, Calif., as David
Bascombe; Scott Stewart of
Mabelvale, Ark., as the
Heavenly Friend; Eric
French of Ulysses, Kan., as
the Star keeper; Wes Stine of
Spokane, Wash., as the Captain; Jeff Dunn of Jasper,
Texas, and David White of
Searcy as Policemen; Neil
Floyd of Virginia Beach, Va.,
as the Principal; and Jennifer Noland of Tinton Falls,
N.J., as Louise. Chuck Roe
of Springtown, Texas, Karen
Mayfield of Calhoun, Ga.,
and others to be announced
will be Snow Children.

Dr. Joe Pryor, who has often been seen in academic regalia
during his tenure at Harding, will address graduates as Dr.
Seldon in the Homecoming musical, "Carousel."

Cam us Notes
Dr. Mike Plummer
(Bi0J0gy) attended tile

combi-ned annual meet~
ings of the American S~
'c!lety Qf Ichthyologists aAd
Herpetologists in Ann Arbor, Mit h., J\lne 24~29 .
He' was GO-author of
"Spermatogenetic Cycle
of Rellgh Green Snakes,

Opheodrys aestivus,"
which was presented at
the meeting. Plummer aJso attended th~ 10th internati'onal c<1mferenGe on
Biotelemetry in Fayette-

•

ville July' 31-Aug. 4.
**-*

-*

Dr. David Tucker
(Econt>mies) aUended the
biannual conv,ention of
the Mont Pelerin $Q,<;iety,
an ,international society
of' individuids detlitated
te liberty. and free market
thinking. Participants in

:)

t~e conference, which
was held in Tokyo; Japan.
attended by iri~itation only. Ttlcker also served as a
c6nsultanf to the Social
Sec,urity Administfation
0n their disability insuran~e program in Baltimore in J\.lly; He addresseo the Economic Ed-

ucation Workshop ~g ,

10 in Fayetteville Qn the
topic, "The Deficit in the
F~qeral Budget: Is a Tax
Increase the Answer?"

....*

Jeanine Peck (Education) assiSted with two
pre-school reading-workshops. for ArkanSas teach-

ers in AugusL The work-shops V'e-re entitled,
''TeaChing Research
Skills" and i'Teaching
Comprehension Skills

and Word Attack Skills:'

U A. DT'\I1\.TI"'" 'T1\.TnrrDC'1rrv DJ II , t:'TI1\t

Geor:ge Oliver (Business) conducted the educattona) track, "Strategic.
Mallagement Simulation ;'
for the National Shorthand Reporters A'ssociation in Minneapolis,
Minn., in July. Thts 1$
Harding's second 0ffering
to ,the 30,OOO-memeer
organitation .
*:.-*

Winnie BeD and Suo
zanD~ SplnTi~ (Li~

braty) attended the mttiona1' meeting oj the
Ame-rican LiDl'ary Association in New Orleans in
July. They participated in
discussions, viewea exhibjts and evaluated t'he
library servjce" and cir<mlaUon system currently in
use by' the Harding
library.
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Harding's 12th Man (I to r) Bristo, Dobson, Riddick, Wallis,
Morgan, Barber, Fraley, Barnes, White, Duncan, Daniell and
Coach Richmond.

Richmond Adopts '12th Man'
For Bison Home Contests
Fans who attend Bison
home football games this
fall may see 11 men in
black and gold sprint down
the field on a seemingly
suicidal mission. They're
just excited about their jobs.
They are part of the
Bisons' "12th Man" kickoff
squad, a special team idea
cut from the same mold as
Texas A&M's popular group.
Consisting of walkons who
were selected from tryouts
last spring, the squad made
its debut in fine fashion in
the Bisons' 21-16 win over
Missouri-Rolla.
"What we're trying to do
is incorporate some kind of
enthusiasm in the student
body, and what better way
than to bring the student bocjv
onto the field," said Bison
head coach Larry Richmond. "The idea isn't
original, since Texas A&M
has a similar team, but it's
still unique because of the
athletes who make up the
12th Man:'
Richmond devised the
idea after being named
head coach last December.
He invited all men on campus to the tryout, with more
than 30 prospects showing
up for the audition. Coaches
sent the athletes through a
series of tests, including
time sprints, before the
squad was selected.
The team members are
Jay Barber, a senior from
Bald Knob, Ark.; Randy
Barnes, a senior from Searcy; Daniel Bristow, a senior
from Big Spring, Texas;
David Dobson, a junior
from Dresden, Tenn.; Lance
Duncan, a senior from Clinton, Ark.; Greg Fraley, a
senior from Scottsdale,
Ariz.; Brandon Morgan, a
senior from Benton, Ky.;
Lance Riddick, a senior
from Sarasota, Fla.; Luke
Shows, a senior from

Augusta, Ga.; Shayne Wallis,
a junior from Bald Knob;
and Scott White, a
sophomore from Bismarck,
Ill. Freshman Pete Daniell
of Cave City, Ky., rounds
out the team as the Bisons'
placekicker.
Richmond, who jokingly
has said he is "searching for
a kicker who can kick it out
of the end zone so I can
sleep at night," considers
the team to be a very
serious part of the Bison
squad.
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"Naturally, they have to

bring down the kick
returner, preferably behind
the 20-yard line. But the
whole idea behind the 12th
Man is to make the student
body feel that a part of
them is on the field. They
have 11 representataives out
there who are not on
scholarship and are putting
themselves out on a limb to
help our team;' he added.
Several of the 12th Men
are former high school
gridiron starters. A few are
former Bisons, but all are
true football fans who see
the squad as an
opportunity.
"Just the uniqueness of
the team made it appealing
to me;' said Duncan, who
lettered as a freshman for
the Bisons. "I've always enjoyed football. I could also
see the excitement go
across the campus when the
announcement for the
tryouts was made. I knew I
wanted to be a part of it:'
Richmond is also borrowing another Aggie tradition.
At the close of each game,
the Bisons gather in front of
the Harding crowd and lead
them in the first verse of
the alma mater.
"We're hoping that these
traditions will take hold and
increase school spirit;' Richmond said.

Harding University admits students of any race, color, and nalional or ethnic origin Also, in compliance with
Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972. and section 504 of the Rehabilitation Art of 1973, Harding University
does not discriminate on the basis of sex or handicap in its educalionaJ program, activities, or employment except
where necessitated by specific religious tenets held by the inslitution and its controlling body.
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Class of

'38

Grace Tackett Fentress is retired. She
is a member of A ~sociated Women for Pepperdine University. She resides at 2391 Pine
Avenue, Long Beach, Calif. 90806.

Class of

'40

Dr. Eva Thompson (BS) is retired after
12 years of teaching at Harding University.
She owns The Corner Gift Shop in Searcy.
Her address is 927 East Market, Searcy,
72143.

Class of

'45

Ann Richmond Sewell (BS) is associate
professor at Harding University. She helped
edit a textbook used in classes on Music in
Elementary Schools. The new edition of
"Teaching Children Music:' published by
William C. Brown Co., is due to be released
in October. She lives at 1505 East Market,
Searcy, 72143.

Class of

'47

Dr. Jack McCorkle (BS) and wife, the
former Madalon Herren (,49), have moved
to Washington. Dr. McCorkle is a civilian
academic radiologist for Madigan Army
Medical Center. They reside at 8106
Bridgeport Way, Tacoma, 98499.

Class of

'50

Pearl Mailan Clayton (8A) is a retired
elementary teacher. Her husband, Leslie, is
a retired, self-employed lumberman. Their
address is 5313 East Lester Place, Tucson,
Ariz. 85712.

.....

E. Eugene Catterton (8A) has retired
after serving as director of federal programs
for Wynne Public Schools. He is married to
the former Fayrene Imboden, a retired
teacher. They reside at 220 Nathan Drive,
Wynne, Ark. 72396.

Class of

'52

L. D. "Bob" Coward is expeditor at
Vickers, Inc., an international company
which makes hydrolic valves. His wife, the
former Doris Mcinturff (8A), is in her 27th year at Harding University. The couple
has two daughters and three grandchildren.
Their address is 509 North Van Street, Searcy, 72143 .

•••

Vicky Guest Hardin is a homemaker.
Her husband, Dan, is an electronic
engineer and is employed with Sandia National Labs as department manager. Vicky
is a member of several civic groups and of
Friends of Albuquerque Little Theater. She
and Dan reside at 9111 La Costa Drive,
N.E., Albuquerque, N.M. 87111.

'49

Willi~ L. Word (BA) is self-employed
as a certified petroleum landman and is a
general partner in William L. Word & Co.,
Pensacola, Fla. His wife, Marian, is owner
of ~Iegant Doors & Hardware. The couple
reSide!,) at 6 Arapaho Drive Pensacola
32507.
"

•••

John H. Anderson is executive vice
president of Sino International Corp. His address is 1212 19th Street, San Francisco,
Calif. 94107.

•••

Carolyn Poston Rhodes (BA) is a sixth
grade teacher at Lubbock Christian School,
Lubbock, Texas. Her husband, Kenneth
(BA '53), is employed in security by Lubbock Christian University. They reside at
5517 26th Street, Lubbock, 79407.

•••

Delores Mersch DeVore works with
Blue Rivers Agency as a bus driver for the
Senior Citizen Center, Davenport, Neb. She
and her husband, Charley, reside in Davenport, 68335.

•••

James R. Noonan (8A) is a physician in
internal medicine. He is president of the Internal Medicine Clinic of Dyersburg, Tenn.,
a Diplomat on the American Board of Internal Medicine and a member of the board of
directors of Methodist Hospital of
Dyersburg. He and his wife, Anne, reside
with their son, Timothy, at 719 Wade
Hampton, Dyersburg, 38024.

....

Joline Riddle Corn is a homemaker;
her husband, Byron (BA '50), serves as
minister for the Church of Christ Terrell
Texas. The collple lives at 811 G;iffith, T~r
rell, 75160.

......

Class of

Bobby B. Peyton (8A) has retired from
Hughes Aircraft, but serves as minister for
the Olivet Church <7f Christ. He made a
missionary journey to India in 1987. He is
married to the former Ruth Ann Toothman,
and they reside at Route 2, Box 249,
McEuen, Tenn. 37101.

Boyd W. Leath (BA) is retired, but continues to manage rental property. He is
married to the former Lorene Nichols, who
is office manager for the Children's Home
in Paragould, Ark. Their address is 810 Wirt
Street, Paragould, 72450.

•••

Don Young is employed with El Paso
Natural Gas Co. as supervisor, El Paso,
Texas. He and his wife, Katie, live at 15356
Mineral Court, El Paso, 79927.

Class of

'54

John Hillis (BA) recently returned to the
parent company, Ideal Cement, after four
years as vice president and general
manager of GN & A Railroad, a companyowned shortline railroad, headquartered in
Nashville, Ark. He and his wife, Ernestine
raise beef cattle. John and Ernestine live ~t
Route 4, Box 167-N, Nashville, 71852.
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Class of '54 (Con'd.)

with R & R Welding Supply Co., Des
Moines, Iowa. He is married to the former
Carol Watson (BA '58), who is adjustments examiner for B[ue Cross-Blue
Shield of Iowa. The couple lives at 4025
56th Street, Des Moines, 50310.
***
Lola Eades Courtright is a
homemaker. Her husband, Ken, is
employed with First Republic Bank as
senior vice president and senior trust officer, San Antonio, Texas. They reside at
1807 Royal Crescent, San Antonio, 78231.
***
Herman C. Alexander (BA) is an instructor for the Center for Christian Education, Dallas, Texas. He also preaches. He is
married to the former Rosann Harrell
('60), who owns AVION Travel International.
The couple's address is 1821 East
Grauwyler, Apt. 187, Irving, 75061.

Ted Mills is employed with The Boeing
Co. as customer support base manager in
the Arabian Gulf. The mailing address for
Ted and his wife, Kay, is Boeing Office, clo
Gulf Air, P.O. Box 138, Manama, Bahrain,
Arabian Gulf.

Class of

'55

Rosemary Hubbard Garner is coowner and assistant bookkeeper of Garner
Building Supply, Inc., Rogers, Ark . Her husband, Jack, is owner and manager of
Garner Building Supply. They reside at 100
See Street, Rogers, 72756.
.**
Peggy Maynard Crouch works for the
public schools in Lubbock, Texas. Her husband, Leon (MA '61), is a Bible professor at
Lubbock Christian University. Their address
is 5433 31st, Lubbock, 79407.
***
E. Keith Stotts (BA) is president of Ohio
Valley College, Parkersburg, W. Va. He is
vice chairman of the West Virginia Foundation for Independent Colleges. He is married to the former Joan Oliver (Special)
who is a secretary in the Development Office of Ohio Valley College. Their address is
62 Greenwood Drive, Williamstown, W. Va.
26187.
***
Joan Nance Brown (BS) is a math instructor at Longview Community College,
Lee's Summit, Mo. Her husband, Robert, is
a retired professional engineer. They reside
at 9726 Cedar Drive, Overland Park, Kan.
66207.

Class of

'56

W. Vernon Means (BA) serves as
minister for the Orange Avenue Church of
Christ, Eustis, Fla. He spent 27 years in
Christian education as choral director and
principal. His wife, Gwen, works as a
seamstress for Belk Lindsey. They live at
1015 Westland Road, Mount Dora, Fla.
32757.
***
Ramona Thompson Noland (BA) is a
teacher in the gifted and talented program
in the public schools, Tinton Falls, NJ. She
is a 1988 reCipient of the New Jersey governor's teacher recognition program which included a $1,000 award to be spent for her
school. She is also a teacher in the community parenting classladult literacy program. Her husband, Ken (BA '55), is principal of the Cedar Drive School. The couC'J pIe's address is 59 Clearview Drive, Tinton
4: Falls, 07724.

Dr. Arthur Shearin directs a rehearsal of the Concert Choir during the annual music camp at
Harding-owned Camp Tahkodah.

Class of

'57

Alice Degenhart Stamps (BA) is a
homemaker. Her husband, Alvin Jr. ('60),
is a farmer and rancher. They have four
children and reside at Route 3, Box 30,
Panhandle, Texas 79068.
***
E. Lloyd Bush (BA) is employed with
the U.S. Food & Drug Administration as
supervisory investigator, Orlando, Fla. He is
married to the former Martha Woody
('53), who is marketing support clerk for
Commonwealth Life Insurance Co. Their address is 3202 Hidalgo Drive, Orlando,
32812.
***
Winfred O. Wright (BA) is chairman of
the department of foreign languages and international studies at Harding University.
His wife, the former Dorothy Goodwin
(,59), is professor of French at Harding.
They live at 1004 North Cedar, Searcy,
72143.
***
Robert E. Keith (BS) is president of Affiliated Paper Companies, [nc. , Tuscaloosa,
Ala. He serves as chairman of the board of
the University Christian Student Center at
the University of Alabama. He and his wife,
the former Edith Garrett (Special), reside
at 8 Arcadia, Tuscaloosa, 35404.

***
Dottie Callahan Gilliam is a real estate
broker with Max Realtors, Westlake, Calif.
Her husband, Bob (BA '54), is a professor
of psychology at Pepperdine University.

They live at 24330 Baxter Drive, Malibu,
90265.
***
Oris S. Bryant (BA) serves as preacher
for the Church of Christ in G[asgow, Mont.
He and his wife, the former Tommie Nor·
man ('63), reside at 328 Sixth Street South,
Glasgow, 59230.
***
Ann Etta Cooper Moore is a realtor
with Crye-Leike Real Estate firm, Memphis,
Tenn . Her husband, Bill, works for HumkoWitco Chemical Co. They make their home
at 1098 Fair Meadow, Memphis, 38117.
***
Therold Eugene Bailey (BS) is a professor of quantitative methods and information systems at the University of Central
Arkansas, Conway. He received the Outstanding Volunteer Award from Arkansas Educational TV Network, 1987 and 1988. His address is P. O. Box 5048, Conway 72032.
**.
Wallace E. Alexander (BA) is vice
president of A[exander Printing Co.lGospel
Light Publishing Co. , Delight, Ark. He is
married to the former Dolores Hickenbot·
tom (BA), who is elementary gifted and
talented teacher in the Delight public
schools. Their address is Antioch Street,
Delight, 71940.
***
Jack C. Meredith (BA) is a high school
teacher in the public schopls at Augusta,
Ark. He also preaches for the church there.
He and his wife, Susie, live at 503 North
Second Street, Augusta, 72006.
.**
Joseph W. Darrah (BS) is employed

Class of ' 59
Marilyn Elaine Rausch Bus80n (BA) is
a homemaker. Her husband, Eugene, works
for Te[edyne CAE. They reside at 2872 Latcha Road, Millbury, Ohio 43447.
***
Nancy Kurz Viles is self-employed in
the field of interior plant design and
maintenance. Her husband, Ronald, is a
retired Army colonel. They live with their
son, Scott Allen, at 3030 Huntshire Place,
Atlanta, Ga. 30340.
***
Melba Carlon Deitrick is a travel coordinator for the Department of Defense,
special U.S. liaison advisor in Korea. Her
husband, Donald, is a language analyst for
the Department of Defense. He preaches
and teaches in an American church in
Seoul, Korea. They live in Seoul, but their
address is SUSLAK APO San Francisco,
Calif. 96204 .

Class of
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'60

Ed Higginbotham (BA) is superintendent of Harding Academy, Searcy. His wife,
the former Loleta Meredith (BS '64), is
assistant professor of home economics at
Harding University. They reside at 1120
Ella, Searcy, 72143.

***
Ann Williams Howell is an instructor
at the Hot Springs Rehabilitation Center,
Hot Springs, Ark . Her husband, Johnny, is
also employed with the Center. They reside
with her daughter, Carrie Watson, at 108
Hacienda Blvd., Hot Springs, 71909.

When you 're alreaa
is the best place to
that is a part of thE

with R & R Welding Supply Co., Des
Moines, Iowa. He is married to the former
Carol Watson (BA '58), who is adjustments examiner for Blue Cross-Blue
Shield of Iowa. The couple lives at 4025
56th Street, Des Moines, 50310.
***

Lola Eades Courtright is a
homemaker. Her husband, Ken, is
employed with First Republic Bank as
senior vice president and senior trust officer, San Antonio, Texas. They reside at
1807 Royal Crescent, San Antonio, 78231.
***

Herman C. Alexander (SA) is an instructor for the Center for Christian Education, Dallas, Texas. He also preaches. He is
married to the former Rosann Harrell
('60), who owns AVION Travel International.
The couple's address is 1821 East
Grauwyler, ApI. 187, Irving, 75061.

Class

of ' 59

Marilyn Elaine Rausch Busson (BA) is
a homemaker. Her husband, Eugene, works
for Teledyne CAE. They reside at 2872 Latcha Road, Millbury, Ohio 43447.
***

Nancy Kurz Viles is self-employed in
the field of interior plant design and
maintenance. Her husband, Ronald, is a
retired Army colonel. They live with their
son, Scott Allen, at 3030 Huntshire Place,
Atlanta, Ga. 30340.

Class

of '61 ·

James Walton Sr. is a truck driver for
Wal-Mart Stores, Bentonville, Ark. His wife,
Donette, is Wal-Mart pharmacy installation
coordinator. The family's address is P.O. Box
1411, Bentonville, 72712.
'
***

Mona Lee Conley Griffin and her husband, Robert, own Griffin's Store, which
specializes in computer supplies and accessories. The couple resides at 35053 Lexington Drive, Farmington Hills, Mich.
48331.

Class

of'62

William D, Duwe is chief engineer with
Corken International Corporation,
Oklahoma City, Okla. His wife, Lawana, is
employed with American Administrative
Services, Inc., as branch manager of
medical insurance claims. Their address is
4629 Northwest 33rd Drive, Oklahoma City,
73122.
***

Carolyn Kay Graf Buie is a substitute
secretary for the public schools, Topeka,
Kan. She does volunteer work for the
American Cancer Society and Everywoman's
Resource Center. Her husband, Tom,. is a
computer programmer with Sears, Roebuck
& Co. They have two children and reside at
3310 Randolph, Topeka, 66611.

*••

W. Larry Hand is an investment broker
in Birmingham, Ala. He is married to the
former Miriam Elizabeth McReynolds, who
is a homemaker. They live at 203 Annandale Crescent, Birmingham, 35223.

•••

Louise Scott Buffington (BA) is the
librarian in Jay, Fla. Her address is P.O. Box
524, Jay, 32565.
***

Kenneth "Nich" Nicholson (BS)
teaches biology at Arlington Memorial High
School, Arlington, VI. His wife, June, is a
speech pathologist with Kle public school
system. Their address is R.D. #1, Box 835,
Arlington, 05250.
.**

Wilma Hunnicutt Pincham is manager
of" McKenna Water District, McKenna, Wash .
Her husband, Pat, is a therapist with Puget
Sound Social Services. Their address is
14548 Yelm Highway Southeast, Yelm,
98597.
Jerry M. Manion (BS) is chairman of
the department of chemistry at the University of Central Arkansas, Conway. He and
his wife, Patsy Ruth, reside at Route 2, Box
93, Conway, 72032.

Melba Carlon Deitrick is a travel coordinator for the Department of Defense,
special U.S. liaison advisor in Korea. Her
husband, Donald, is a language analyst for
the Department of Defense. He preaches
and teaches in an American church in
Seoul, Korea. They live in Seoul, but their
address is SUSLAK APO San Francisco,
Calif. 96204.

*.*

Margaret Mabry Gleason (BA) is
elementary language arts teacher at Mary
De Shazo Elementary School, Muleshoe,
Texas. Her husband, Jerry, is a veterinarian.
They reside at 1915 West Avenue F,
Muleshoe, 79347.

of'60

•••

Phil R. Potter serves as minister for the
Church of Christ, Wahiawa, Hawaii. He is
president of the Aloha Christian Camp
Board, president of the Wahiawa Ministerial
Association and a board member of the
Wahiawa-Waialva Rotary Club. His wife,
Helen, works for Hawaii Pacific College.
They have three children and their address
is 1881 California, Wahiawa, 96786.

Ed Higginbotham (SA) is superintendent of Harding Academy, Searcy. His wife,
the former Loleta MeredJth (BS '64), is
assistant professor of home economics at
Harding University. They reside at 1120
Ella, Searcy, 72143.
***

Ann Williams Howell is an instructor
at the Hot Springs Rehabilitation Center,
Hot Springs, Ark. Her husband, Johnny, is
also employed with the Center. They reside
with her daughter, Carrie Watson, at 108
Hacienda Blvd., Hot Springs, 71909.

***

John W. Faules (BS) is employed with
Philips Industries, Inc., Ruskin Division,
Grandview, Mo. He is married to the former
Barbara Hornbuckle (BA), who is an
elementary school teacher. The couple
resides at 8207 East 104th Street, Kansas City, Mo. 64134.

* ••

***

Class

Barbara Sue Gleason (BS) is secondary
librarian (coordinator) in the public schools
at Alvarado, Texas. She serves on the Advisory Committee of the Alvarado Public
Library. She lives at 407 Madison, Cleburne,
76031.

**.
When you're already wet, maybe the lily pool
is the best place to be during the water fight
that is a part of the annual Student Impact.

Mary Wisenbaker Armstrong is a
homemaker. Her husband, Al (,61), is selfemployed. They reside with their son, Gary
Allen, at Route 2, Box 347, Winston Lane, »
Valdosta, Ga. 31601.
c.:..,

Class of '62 (Con'd.)
Janet Pace Cybulski (BA) is a high
school teacher in the public schools and
chairman of the English Department, Flint,
Mich. Her husband, Harry, is a teacher also.
The couple lives at 939 Alvord, Flint,
48507.
***

Kathryn House Edwards (MAT) is a
retired school teacher. She resides at Good
Shepherd Retirement Center, 2701 Aldersgate Road, Little Rock, Ark. 72205.
***

Norma Thomas Dorris (BS) is food services instructor in the public schools, New
Albany, Miss. Her husband, Carter, is
employed with Westvaco Paper Co. as assistant supervisor of Soulhern Rail District.
Their address is Route 3, Box 234 , New
Albany, 38652.
***

Faye Woodham Hall (BA) teaches first
grade in the public schools, Rosamond,
Calif. She is a member of Iota Alpha
Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma Society International and serves as a treasurer for
Rosamond Teachers Association . Her husband, Don, is a security guard with
Danguard Security. The couple resides at
45453 Genoa, Lancaster, 93534.
***

Bob G. Figgins (BS) is chairman of the
department of economics and finance at the
University of Tennessee, Martin. He serves
as president of the local chapter of Phi Kappa Phi and the Tennessee Economic
Educators. He has been a soccer coach for
the past eight years. He is married to the
former Melba Leroux ('65), who is assistant professor of nursing at the University of
Tennessee. They have three children and
live at Route 1, Box 166, Martin, 38237.
***

Claudette Faulk Wilson is coordinator
of secondary education at Pepperdine Unviersity, Malibu, Calif. Her husband , John
(BA '59), is Dean of Seaver College, Pepperdine University. They have three children
and reside at 5552 Old Salt Lane, Agoura
Hills, 91301.
***

John Charles Flint is employed with
Honeywell Bull, Inc., as consulting software
engineer, Los Angeles, Calif. He and his
wife, Deloris, have two children, Colleen
and Derek, and live at 18576 Morongo
Street, Fountain Valley, 92708.

Class of
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Pat Venable Kissire is bookkeeper at
Lake Hamilton School, Pearcy, Ark. Her
husband, Robert (,61), is director of the
"1' Hot Springs Boy's Club. Their address is
-< 205 Joy Drive, Hot Springs, 71913.

Charles R. Walker (BS) is associate professor of marketing and business at Harding
University. He is married to the former
Suanne Smith (BS) who teaches
kindergarten at Judsonia. They reside at
907 North Cedar Street, Searcy, 72143.
***

AHred L. Hunt is employed with Darr
Equipment Company as technical services
manager, Irving, Texas. His wife, Rethadell,
works for Southwest Officials Association.
They live with their two children, Jason
and Amber, at 726 Beacon Hill, Irving,
75061.
***

Lynda Brightwell Sprowe works for
the U.S. Air Force as secretary to the director, March AFB, Calif. Her husband, Robert,
is employed with San Bernardino Valley
College District as director of management
information service. They live at 26945
Girard, Hemet, Calif. 92344 .

Class of
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Sam Keichline (BS) is employed with
Searcy Steel Co. His wife, the former Pat
Watson (BA '65), is a teacher in the Searcy
Public Schools. They have three children Vance, Sara and Chip - and reside at 112
Steward Drive, Searcy, 72143.
***

Jane Eubanks Allison (BA) is an
elementary teacher at Albuquerque Christian School, Albuquerque, N.M. Her husband, Dale (BA '68), is principal of K-8 for
the Torreon Day School. Their address is
5212 Sooner Trail, NW, Albuquerque,
87120.
***

Leighton Waters (BA) is employed with
the U.S. General Services Administration as
assistant regional administrator, Fort Worth,
Texas. He serves as president of the local
Parent-Teachers Association and also
coaches soccer and baseball. His wife, Cynthia, is a teacher at Turnpike Christian
Preschool. They reside with their three
children - Shayla, Scott and Summer - at
2413 Ingleside, Grand Prairie, Texas 75050.
***

Tom Warmack is a pharmacist who
owns two drug stores. He and his wife, the
former Linda Johnson (BA '63), serve on
the Harding University Development Council. Linda is a retired teacher and works in
Tom's business. They reside at Route 2, Box
589, Sheridan, Ark. 72150.

Class of
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Nina Moore Johnson (BS) has taught
home economics on Long Island, NY. since
graduating from Harding. She is on leave

from her job at Comsewogve High School
in Port Jefferson Station, where she has
taught since 1968, and served as department chairman for three years. She and her
daughters, Melissa and Sybil, live at 126
East Main Street, Cobleskill, N.Y. 12043.
***

Georgia Rummel Iannello is an
elementary teacher in the public schools in
Oklahoma City, Okla. She resides at 8205
Crestline Court, Oklahoma City, 73132 .
***

Charlotte Burkett Smith (BA) is a
homemaker. Her husband, Terry (BA), is
family counselor with the Church of Christ,
Burlington, Mass. They live with their four
children at 355 Cambridge Street, Burlington, 01803.
***

Marilyn A. McElroy (BA) is a high
school teacher in the public schools in Warren, Mich. Her address is 1119 Bauman
Avenue, Royal Oak, 48073.
***

Ronald K. Wiltse teaches history at
Edison High School in San Antonio, Texas.
His wife, Linda, teaches in the middle
school. They reside with their three
children - Ellen, Catherene and Carl - at
128 Bluet Lane, San Antonio, 78212.
***

Curtis H. Sykes (MA) is a retired
teacher and principal. He and his wife,
Delois (Special), live at 704 East 15th
Street, North Little Rock, Ark. 72114.
***

Mary Beth Hicks Birmingham (BA) is
with Central Public Schools as counselor for
K-12 . Her husband, Don, is a self-employed
psychologist in Searcy. They reside with
sons, Brian and John, at 231 Indian Trail,
Searcy, 72143.
***

Tommie Jones Wingfield works at the
University of Texas as business reference
librarian, Arlington. Her husband, Vance
('63), is vice president and general manager
of Colonial Life Insurance Co. They make
their home at 2912 Owenwood Drive, Fort
Worth , 76109.

Class of
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Madalyn Middlebrooks Harris works
as secretary of the district media center in
the public school system, Sylvania, Ohio.
Her husband, Luther, Jr., is quality
assurance supervisor for DuPont. They
reside at 6059 Brainard Drive, Sylvania,
43560.
***

Linda Vaughn (BA) is employed with
Ecumenical Village as resident manager of
apartments for senior citizens, West Memphis, Ark. Her address is 217 West Jackson ,
Apt. 68, West Memphis, 72301.

Upperclassmen welcome new students by helping to unload their cars and
The tradition eases the transition to a new home.

Leo Glenn Randolph (BA) serves as
minister of the West 7th Street Church of
Christ in Columbia, Tenn. He and his wife,
the former Janice Barry (BA '67), have
two children , Jennifer and Nathan. The
family resides at Route 7, Pulaski Pike, Columbia, 38401.
***

Christine Holloway Florence is
emergency room nurse at Westbury General
Hospital, Houston, Texas. Her husband,
Dan, is an accountant with Way Engineering Co. They have two children, Allison and
Brian, and make their home at 1831 Fall
Meadow, Missouri City, 77459.

***
Dana Rowland Hunton (BA) is
employed with Businessland as Center
Representative/ Marketing Support, Tempe,
Ariz. She received the "Burning the Midnight Oil" award for outstanding contribution to Southwest District (Businessland).
Her husband , John, is a salesman at Chapman Chevrolet. They reside with their
children at 3348 North Carriage Lane,
Chandler, 85224.
** *

L. A. "Andy" Richmond (BA) is
employed with Southern Compress Co. as
vice president for finance , North Little Rock,
Ark. He serves as treasurer for the North
Little Rock Rotary Club. His wife, JoAnn, is
a lecturer for The Community School of
Arts, University of Arkansas at Little Rock.

The couple has three
and Jonathan. The fa
Fairway Avenue, Nort

*
Louellen West (B5
early childhood educ
University, Manhattan
Fairchild Terrace, Man

*
Tom Milton (BA) i
manager of Honeywel
Rock. He and his wife
Valley Club Circle, Litl

*
Clara Morgan Km
education teacher in t
Houston, Texas. Her h
retired . They live with
10811 Overbrook, Hou
*'

Jimmie V. MeDon!
minister for the Airlinl
Christ, Bossier City, Li
La-Tex Christian Camp
School Band Boosters.
lecturer for Weight Wa
with their children Chester - at 2413 Ti ll
City, 71111.
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Roger Lee McCow
minister for the Brent\
Christ, Austin, Texas. I
former Mary Beth P~
children, Roger and C:

Comsewogve High School
Station, where she has
968, and served as departfor three years. She and her
and Sybil, live at 126
, Cobleskill, NY. 12043.

makes their home at 11600 Knollpark
Drive, Austin, 78758.
***

Karen Kelton Butner (BA) and her husband, Hank, own and operate Crystal Lake
Bird Farm. They raise parakeets on a large,
commercial scale. Hank is also in the
Arkansas Army National Guard. They have
three children - Lanie, Roger and Maria and live at 44 Crystal Lake Road, Alexander, Ark. 72002:
***

IHnrkett Smith (BA) is a
husband, Terry (BA) , is
with the Church of Christ,
They live with their four
Cambridge Street, Burl-

Anita Hobby Mitchell is assistant professor of nursing at Northeast Louisiana
University, Monroe. She is a member of
Sigma Theta Tau, an international nursing
honor society. In May of 1987 she received
the Sigma Theta Tau Outstanding Academic
Performance Award. In June she presented
a research paper on adolescent health at
the University of Texas Medical Center in
Houston. Her husband, Dennis, serves as
campus minister for the University Church
of Christ. The couple has three children:
Brian, Joanne and Randy. The family
resides at 68 Quail Ridge Drive, Monroe,
71203.

***

McElroy (BA) is a high
in the public schools in Waraddress is 1119 Bauman
Oak, 48073.

***

(MA) is a retired
He and his wife,
live at 704 East 15th
Rock, Ark. 72114.

Hicks Birmingham (BA) is
ic Schools as counselor for
Don, is a self-employed
They reside with
John, at 231 Indian Trail,
Wingfield works at the
as business reference
Her husband, Vance
I"'sident and general manager
Insurance Co. They make
2912 Owenwood Drive, Fort

liddJebrooks Harris works
the district media center in
system, Sylvania, Ohio.
er, Jr., is quality
for DuPont. They
Brainard Drive, Sylvania,
***

(BA) is employed with
age as resident manager of
senior citizens, West Memaddress is 217 West Jackson,
phis, 7230l.

Upperclassmen welcome new students by helping to unload their cars and wash the windshield.
The tradition eases the transition to a new home.

Leo Glenn Randolph (BA) serves as
minister of the West 7th Street Church of
Christ in Columbia, Tenn. He and his wife,
the former Janice Barry (BA '67), have
two children, Jennifer and Nathan. The
family resides at Route 7, Pulaski Pike, Columbia, 3840l.
***

Christine Holloway Florence is
emergency room nurse at Westbury General
Hospital, Houston, Texas. Her husband,
Dan , is an accountant with Way Engineering Co. They have two children, Allison and
Brian, and make their home at 1831 Fall
Meadow, Missouri City, 77459.
***

Dana Rowland Hunton (BA) is
employed with Businessland as Center
Representative/ Marketing Support, Tempe,
Ariz. She received the "Burning the Midnight Oil" award for outstanding contribution to Southwest District (Businessland).
Her husband, John, is a salesman at Chapman Chevrolet. They reside with their
children at 3348 North Carriage Lane,
Chandler, 85224.
***

L. A. "Andy" Richmond (BA) is
employed with Southern Compress Co. as
vice president for finance, North Little Rock,
Ark. He serves as treasurer for the North
Little Rock Rotary Club. His wife, JoAnn , is
a lecturer for The Community School of
Arts, University of Arkansas at Little Rock.

The couple has three children: Todd , Chad
and Jonathan. The family's address is 2417
Fairway Avenue, North Little Rock, 72116.
***

Louellen West (BS) is an instructor in
early childhood education at Kansas State
University, Manhattan . Her address is 500
Fairchild Terrace, Manhattan , 66502.
***

Tom Milton (BA) is district sales
manager of Honeywell Bull, Inc., Little
Rock. He and his wife, Dee, reside at 123
Valley Club Circle, Little Rock, 72212 .
***

Clara Morgan Kosloff (BA) is a special
education teacher in the public schools,
Houston, Texas. Her husband, Bill, is
retired. They live with daughter, Marian, at
10811 Overbrook, Houston, 77042.
***

Jimmie V. McDoniel (MA) serves as
minister for the Airline Drive Church of
Christ, Bossier City, La. He works with ArkLa-Tex Christian Camp and the Airiine High
School Band Boosters. His wife, Judy, is a
lecturer for Weight Watchers. They reside
with their children - Randall, Jennifer and
Chester - at 2413 Tilman Drive, Bossier
City, 7111l.
***

Roger Lee McCowan (BA) serves as
minister for the Brentwood Oaks Church of
Christ, Austin, Texas. He and his wife, the
former Mary Beth Parks ('69), have two
children, Roger and Carter. The family

Jean Marshall.Keele (BA) is a
homemaker. Her husband, Leamon, is
minister for the Carter Park Church of
Christ. They reside at 6513 Evonshire, Fort
Worth, Texas 76119.
***

Robert L. Zerfowski is a service
representative with Michigan Bell Telephone
Co., Kalmazoo. His address is 696 East Hoffman, Three Rivers, Mich. 49093.
***

Mary N. Shannon (BA) is dormitory
supervisor at Wingate High School, Bureau
of Indian Affairs, Ft. Wingate, N.M . She has
worked on a Navajo Indian Reservation in
education of children for 22 years. Her address is P.O. Box 131 , Crownpoint, 87313.
***

Etler Berry Davis III (BA) is a consultant with the Compaq Computer Corp. He
is married to the former Joyce Bartow
(,64), who is a computer analyst for Exxon
Co. USA. Their address is 10862 Radford
Lane, Houston , Texas 77099.
***

C. Eugene McMurray (BS) is employed
with Phoenix Crystal Corp. as manager of
materials engineering, Plymouth, Mich. He
and his wife, Ellen, have two children,
Thomas and Daniel, and live at 19996
Waterloo Road, Chelsea, 48118.
***

Marti Nichols Stanford is a staff nurse
on the oncology/medical surgery unit at
Arlington Hospital, Arlington, Va. Her husband, Avery, is maintenance engineer with
National Orthopedic Hospital. Their address Pis 4519 Kenwood Drive, Woodbridge, 22193. &.

Class of '66 (Con'd.)

Education. He was given the Bronze Award
for Professor of the Year for 1987. His wife,
Davida, is his secretary at the college. Their
address is Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson, 38340.

Paul H. DeFoor (BA) is a biologist in
aquatic biology for the State of Tennessee,
Dept. of Health & Environment, Nashville.
***
He and his wife, Linda, have three children:
Donald
P.
Samanie
Jr. (BA) is president
Zachary, Rebecca and Benjamin. The family
and 0\;Vner of Goshen Companies, Inc., Arlives at 208 B Wallace Road, Nashville,
lington, Texas. He and his wife, the former
37211.
Linda :Johnson ('69), have two children,
***
Julie
and Tracie. The family lives at 2609
Pat Shelbourne (BA) is employed with
Westridge, Arlington, 76012.
the First Republic Bank of Houston,
***
Houston, Texas, as vice president and
Patty
Beets
Avery
is reading specialist
manager of administrative services division .
at
Spratley
Middle
School,
Hampton, Va.
He is also a certified public accountant. His
Her husband, Robert, is in the U.S. Army as
wife, the former Ollie Dillard (BA '65),
United Nations military observer/ truce
teaches in the public schools. They have
supervision in Jerusalem, Israel. They have
two sons, William and Scott, and reside at
two chHdren, Geoff and Scott. The family's
910 Bent Creek Court, Richmond, 77469.
address is 330 Wilderness Road, Hampton,
***
Ron L. Friberg (BA) serves as evangelist 23669.
***
for the Church of Christ, Concordia, Kan .
Danny
E.
Crow
(BA)
is physical educaHe is married to the former Delores
tion
teacher
and
girls'
basketball
coach at
Peters (BA) , who is an elementary reading
Searcy Public Schools, Searcy, Ark. He is
teacher in the public schools, Belleville.
married 'to the former Bernetta Holder
They have three children: Robert, Rebecca
(BA '74). They reside at Route 2, Box 252,
and Joan Marie. The family lives at 320
Searcy, 72143.
West 8, Concordia, 66901.
***

***

Hallie Robbins Lamphere (BA) is an
Randy Crider (BS) owns Crider & Co., a
elementary teacher in language arts and
specialty advertising business, Fort Collins,
reading at Riverside Junior High School,
Colo. He is married to the former Martha
Springfield, VI. Her husband, Ernest, is fire
Koger (BA '67), who is secretary for the
. chief for the town of Springfield. They make
business. The couple has three chldren:
their Ilome at 12 Lockwood Avenue, RFD
Carrie, Amanda and Hannah. The family's
#2, Springfield, 05156.
address is 2313 West Stuart, Fort Collins,
***
80526.
James
E.
Dockery
(BA) is president of
***
Comex, Little Rock, Ark. He and his wife,
Charles W. Leonard is a counselor for
Thrasher High School, Booneville, Miss. He Lois, have three children: Angi, Kristi and
Barry. The family lives at 1408 Kings Mounis a Star Teacher and was nominated for
Counselor of the Year. He started the Close- tain Drive, Little Rock, 72211.
***
Up program at Thrasher High School. His
Sue
Studebaker
Benthall (BA) is selfwife, Peggy (,56), is secretary to the presiemployed as a skin-care consultant with
dent of the Bank of Mississippi , Corinth.
Mary Kay Cosmetics. Her husband, Buck, is
Their address is Route 2, Box 100, Rienzi,
district manager of Midland Heavy Duty
38865.
Systems. They reside with their three
***
daughters - Sheri, Jessica and Linda - at
Betty Reynolds Starr (BA) is an
32 Weatherwood Lane, Maumelle, Ark.
elementary teacher in the public schools,
72118.
Abilene, Texas. Her husband, Jerry, is ad***
ministrator of the Abilene Area Dialysis
Glenda Yates Hodnett (BA) is a
Center. They have four children: Brian, Jill,
kindergarten teacher in the public schools,
Ben and Brantley. The family lives at 6020
Bastrop, Texas. Her husband, Wayne (BA
Buffalo Gap Road, Abilene, 79606.
'68), is in the U.S. Air Force. They reside
***
Philip H. Merrell (BS) is employed with with their twin daughters, Sonya and Tanya,
at Route 3, Box 307-D, Bastrop, 78602.
Mallinckrodt, Inc., as a research associate,
***
St. Louis, Mo. He and his wife, Peggy, reside
A.
Dabney
Phillips
(MA) is on the
with their daughter, Emily Michelle, at 1907
faculty
of
Alabama
Christian
School of
Redwood, Arnold, Mo. 63010.
Religion and also serves as associate
***
minister for the Landmark Church of Christ,
John G. Hollingsworth (MA) is assisMontgomery,
Ala. He and his wife, Wilma,
tant academic dean of Freed-Hardeman Collive at 3953 Elm Avenue, Montgomery,
lege, Henderson, Tenn. He is an honorary
_**
<J? member of Alpha Chi and a member of the 36109.
« Council for Advancement and Support of
Linda Seawel Davis works for Pro-

Group, Inc., as production planner,
Pocahontas, Ark. Her husband, Dale, is traffic manager of Waterloo Industries, Inc.
Their address is Route 2, Box 99, Maynard,
Ark. 72444.
***

David W. Chadwell (MA) serves as the
minister for the Church of Christ, Oxford,
Miss. He and his wife, Joyce, reside at
Route 5, Box 33K, Oxford, 38655.
***

Jacque L. Westerholm Cottrell and
her husband, Phil (BS '64), own Cottrell's
Bookseller, Nacogdoches, Texas. They live
'With their son, Damon Ross, at 2840 Carrizo Creek, Nacogdoches, 75961.
***

Nancy Rector (BS) is a physiCian of internal medicine, pulmonary disease, Little
Rock Pulmonary Clinic, Little Rock, Ark.
Her address is 21 Hearthside, Little Rock,
72207.
***

T. Vann Evans is a self-employed contractor. He serves as a deacon for the
Church of Christ in Alamo, Tenn. As a
member of the mission committee, he
recently visited a mission work in Puerto
Rico to report back to supporting congregations. He is married to the former Nancy
Gibson ('68), who works as secretary to a
county trustee. They have two children,
Andrew and Rebecca, and live at Route 1,
Box 108-A, Alamo, Tenn. 38001 .
***

Terry Seaman (BA) is broker and owner
of Heritage Real Estate, Bakersfield, Calif.
He resides at 117 South Myrtle Street,
Bakersfield, 93304.
***

Lucy Wah Mok works as a medical
technologist at LAC/USC Medical Center,
Los Angeles, Calif. Her husband, Terry, is a
realtor with Century Properties. They reside
with son, Melvin, at 28907 Moro Bay Drive,
Rancho Palos Verdes, 90274.
***

Robert Rader Jr. (BA) is an attorney
with Rader, Addison & Story, Dallas, Texas.
He and his wife, June, have three children:
Amy, Robert and Josh. The family lives at
955 West Valley Ridge, DeSoto, Texas 75115.
***

George A. Hobby (BS) is a physician in
Paragould, Ark. He is married to the former
Priscilla Baker (BS '65), and they have
two sons, Christopher and Jonathan . The
family's address is #1 Medical Drive,
Paragould, 72450.
***

Patrick W. Hile (BA) is with the Oak
Hills Church of Christ as a missionary to
Hispanics, San Antonio, Texas. He is married to the former Carol Bonnell (BS),
who teaches fourth grade at the Christian
'.Heritage School. They reside .with their
. children, Nathan and Carmen, at 7047 Settlers Ridge, San Antonio, 78238.

Jerry L. Bolls (SA) is co-owner of
Barksdale & Bolls Insurance. He is secretary
of the Murray (Ky.) Life Underwriters
Association. He is active in the Murray soccer program and has coached for eight
years. He is married to the former Karen
Smith (BA '65), who teaches music in the
elementary public schools. They reside with
their three children at 1533 London Drive,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
***

Glen House (BS) has been named Vice
President, Director of Human Resources, of
the A!liance Insurance Companies. His
business experience includes 20 years with
two major pharmaceutical manufacturing
companies. He and his wife, the former
Barbara Simpson (,64), have two
children, both college students.
***

Judy Martin Mullins is employed with
the Simpson County Department of Public
Welfare, Mendenhall, Miss. Her husband,
Jackie, works for Southern Pine Electric Co.
as Pearl Branch manager and public relations representative. They reside with their
daughters, Heather and Holly, at 611 Simpson Circle, Mendenhall, 39114.
***

Jim Ed Gray (BS) is a physician in
Waco, Texas. He is the medical staff
president-elect of Hillcrest Baptist Medical
Center. He is also counselor for the Texas
Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy. Dr.
Gray's address is 3115 Pine, Suite 1006,
Waco, 76708.
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***

India Whitmore Tornell does substitute
teaching for the elementary public schools,
Creswell, Ore. Her husband, Ron, is owner
of Tornel! Construction Co. They have three
children - Alyson, Garon and Dane - and
reside at 82907 North Bear Creek Road,
Creswell, 97426.
***

Anthony W. Gadberry (SA) is director
of Southwest Arkansas Educational Co-op,
Hope, Ark. He is listed in the 1988 edition
of Whos Who in American Education. His
wife, Jerry Lynn, teaches chemistry and
physics in the public schools. They have
two children and reside at 1616 South Main,
Hope, 71801.
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Gary L. Lucas (SA) is principal of
Buckeye Trail High School, Old Washington,
Ohio. He is married to the former Joyce
Dawson ('65), who is assistant to the
treasurer for the public schools in
Sarahsville. Their address is P.O. Box 44,
Sarahsville, 43779-0044.

***
Garland Pounds (BA) is president of the
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Alston Lewis, former lit
Dr. Benson following t
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is married to the former
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(BA) is with the Oak
as a misSionary to
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Jerry L. Bolls (BA) is co-owner of
Barksdale & Bolls Insurance. He is secretary
of the Murray (Ky.) Life Underwriters
Association. He is active in the Murray soccer program and has coached for eight
years. He is married to the former Karen
Smith (BA '65), who teaches music in the
elementary public schools. They reside with
their three children at 1533 London Drive,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
***
Glen House (BS) has been named Vice
President, Director of Human Resources, of
the Alliance Insurance Companies. His
business experience includes 20 years with
two major pharmaceutical manufacturing
companies. He and his wife, the former
Barbara Simpson (,64), have two
children, both college students.
***
Judy Martin Mullins is employed with
the Simpson County Department of Public
Welfare, Mendenhall , Miss. Her husband,
Jackie, works for Southern Pine Electric Co.
as Pearl Branch manager and public relations representative. They reside with their
daughters, Heather and Holly, at 611 Simpson Circle, Mendenhall, 39114.
***
Jim Ed Gray (BS) is a physician in
Waco, Texas. He is the medical staff
president-elect of Hillcrest Baptist Medical
Center. He is also counselor for the Texas
Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy. Dr.
Gray's address is 3115 Pine, Suite 1006,
Waco, 76708.
***
India Whitmore Tornell does substitute
teaching for the elementary public schools,
Creswell, Ore. Her husband, Ron, is owner
of Tornell Construction Co. They have three
children - Alyson, Garon and Dane - and
reside at 82907 North Bear Creek Road,
Creswell, 97426.
***
Anthony W. Gadberry (BA) is director
of Southwest Arkansas Educational Co-op,
Hope, Ark. He is listed in the 1988 edition
of Whos Who in American Education. His
wife, Jerry Lynn, teaches chemistry and
physics in the public schools. They have
two children and reside at 1616 South Main,
Hope, 71801.
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Alabama Education Association, Montgomery. His wife, Patricia, teaches at Central High West and the University of
Alabama. They reside at 25 Brentwood,
Tuscaloosa, 35404.
***
Lee Ellen Hendrix Manuel (BS) is an
elementary teacher in the public schools.
Her husband, Dennis (BS '68), is
maintenance specialist with Exxon. They
live with their two children, Jerusha and
Monique, at 901 Inez Street, New Iberia, La.
70560.
***
Madoka Watabe Dawson is assistant
professor at California State University, Los
Angeles. Her husband, Michael, is controller
at Teledyne Controls. The family's address is
827 Second Street, Apt. 102, Santa Monica,
90403.
***
Gilbert Trollinger (MAT) teaches math
at Dunbar High School, Washington, D.C.
He has worked with the Boy Scouts and he
and his son, Bill, completed their fifth year
refereeing soccer in the spring and fall
seasons. He also scouts basketball games for
Dunbar. His wife, Wanda, is an English
teacher at Northern High School. They have
two children, Bill and Wendy. The family's
address is 8620 Kip Drive, Owings, Md.
20736.

Gail Whiting Turner is a homemaker.
Her husband, Larry, is an engineer for
Florida Power Corp. They have three
children and reside at 7647 Gilbralter Court
North, SI. Petersburg, Fla. 33709.
***
Loretta Wheeler Williams is secretary
and bookkeeper for the University Church
of Christ, Albuquerque, N.M. Her husband,
James Larry (BA '68), is executive director
of Albuquerque Christian Children's Home.
They live with their two children, Yvonne
and Floyd, at 5306 Fairfax Northwest, Albuquerque, 87114.
***
Marge Chambers Robinette (BA) is an
elementary teacher in the public schools,
Columbus, Miss. Her husband, Randall
(BS), is a professor in the department of
wildlife and fisheries at Mississippi State
University. They live with their daughter,
Jennifer, at Route 7, 2018 Oakwood,
Starkville, 39759.
***
Don Medley (BA) is assistant principal
for Memphis City Schools, Memphis, Tenn . .
He is married to the former Vickie Mit·
chell (BA '66), who i.<; employed by the
Chief of Naval Technical Training as education specialist/program analyst. The couple
lives with their two children, Brenda and
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Gary L. Lucas (BA) is principal of
Buckeye Trail High School, Old Washington,
Ohio. He is married to the former Joyce
Dawson ('65), who is assistant to the
treasurer for the public schools in
Sarahsville. Their address is P.O. Box 44,
Sarahsville, 43779-0044.
***
Garland Pounds (BA) is president of the

More than 250 individuals joined Dr. George S Benson for his 90th birthday celebration in the new
addition to the American Heritage Cafeteria. AI Fowler, director of development, and Annie Mae
Alston Lewis, former librarian at the Graduate School in Memphis, were among many who congratulated
Dr. Benson following the ceremonies.

»
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Scott, at 3246 Vel magi, Memphis, Tenn.
38128.

(OK) Elementary School. The couple has
two children, Laura and Sarah, and resides
at 45 Vista Hills Blvd., Van Buren, Ark.
72956.

***

***

Virginia Gist Hooten is a homemaker.
Her husband, Tommy (BA '64), serves as
minister for the Church of Christ in Atlanta,
Texas. Their address is 512 Pine Crest
Drive, Atlanta, 75551.

Dennis E. Willard (BA) is owner of
Willard Brothers Cars, West Plains, Mo. He
and his wife, the former Carolyn Sue
Moore, have three children: Charles, Susan
and Amy. The family's address is Route 3,
Box 615 , West Plains, 65775.

***

Helen V. Minns (BS) is lead consultant
in nutrition and state operations of the Tennessee Department of Education, Child
Nutrition Programs, Nashville. She resides
at 2314 Abbott Martin Road, Nashville,
37215.
***

AUred E. Moore (BA) serves as chief of
police with the Klein Independent School
District, Klein, Texas. His wife, Wynne, is a
secretary for Farmers Insurance. They live
at 506 Percival, Tomball, 77375.
***

Carol England Mcleod (BA) is an
English teacher at Lowndes High School,
Valdosta, Ga. Her husband, Fred, teaches
math at Valdosta High School. They reside
with their two children, Ryan and Lori, at
Route 9, Box 56, Valdosta, 31601.
***

Connie Sue WoUe Dabbs (BA) teaches
third grade in the public schools, Newport,
Ark. Her husband, Larry, is a farmer. They
have two children, Steven and Nathan, and
live at Route 3, Box 379, Newport, 72112 .
***

Lois Scott Derrington (BA) is junior
high librarian in the public schools in Little
Rock, Ark. Her husband, Oscar Jr. , is
employed with Arkansas Best Freight Co.
They reside at 1002 North Shackelford
Road, Little Rock, 72211.
***

James O. Ander·
son (BA) is director
of counseling at the
Center for Growth,
Tulsa, Okla. He is also self-employed as a
marriage and family
therapist. He and his
wile, Kathy, have
three children: Janda,
Sarah and Kasey. The family makes its
home at 1844 South Fir Avenue, Broken Arrow, 74012 .
***

James G. Hannah is manager 01 the
pre-press at Data Graphics, Inc., Fort Smith ,
Ark. He has appeared in Whos Who in the
South and Southwest, serves as president 01
the Fort Smith Exchange Club and is a
member of the Fort Smith Chamber of
Commerce Aviation Committee. He is marop ried to the former Donna Cook (BA '68),
< who is remedial math teacher at Roland

***

Willeen Norris
Via (MAT) is a retired
high school teacher,
who does substitute
teaching. Her address
is P.O. Box 3044,
Batesville, Ark.
72503.
***

Kenna Baines Aldrich (BA) and her
husband, Roland Walter Jr., work at Idlenot
Dairy, North Springfield, Vt. He is executive
vice president of operations and chairman
of the board. Kenna serves as a board
member of the Springfield Hospital, as well
as president of the Springfield Hospital Auxiliary. They have two children, Roland III
and Amity, and live at 22 Piper Road (P.O.
Box 73), North Springfield, 05150.
***

Dan M. Smith (BA) is divisional
manager of A.L. Williams, Shawnee Mission , Kan. He also works with Stephens
Real Estate, Lawrence. He serves as president of the board of realtors in Lawrence
Kan. In 1988, he became director of the
state board of realtors in Kansas. His wife,
Julee, works in customer service at Columbia Savings. They have two children and
live at 1927 Tennessee, Lawrence, 66046.
***

Jere Woodward (BS) is a physiCian in
private practice. He and his wife, Kim, have
two children, Patrick and Daniel. The family's address is 780 Bullfrog Valley Road,
Hummelstown, Pa. 17036.
***

Sharon Hinson (BS), a member of the
Dietetics and Nutrition Program in the College of Health Related Professions at the
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences,
has been elected to a position on the
American Dietetic Association. She is assistant professor and assistant director of the
Dietetic Internship. Hinson, who is based at
the John L. McClellan Memorial Veterans
Hospital, was elected Chair-elect of the Division of Education Standards, one of three
divisions of the Council of Education. She
also serves as chairman of the Division of
Educational Accreditation Approval with the
American Dietetic Association.
***

Clifford D. Clark (BA) is vice president
of South Ferry, Inc., Shelter Island, NY. He

is married to the former Letitia Larkins
(BA '71), and they have two children. The
family's address is 140 South Ferry Road,
Shelter Island, 11964 .
***

Newton P. Gribble (MA) serves as a
minister for the Church of Christ. He and
his wife, Pauline, reside at Route 3, Box
134, Rock Island, Tenn. 38581.
***

Doris Morris Callahan (BS) teaches
science at MacArthur Junior High School,
Jonesboro, Ark. Her husband, Rodger, is
principal of Jonesboro High School. Their
address is 1403 Hillcrest Drive, Jonesboro,
72401.
***

Joyce Henderson Owens works for
Hobbs Equipment Company as
secretary/ receptionist, Nashville, Tenn. She
and her husband, Melvin Earl, have three
children and live at 598 Arbor Court,
LaVergne, Tenn. 37086.
***

Lela Johnmeyer Oliver is employed
with Commercial Data Systems, Inc., as executive secretary, Springfield, Mo. Her husband, Bill (BA '66), is a family therapist.
They have three children and reside at 1103
East Meadowlark, Springfield, 65810.
***

William M. Bailey
is director of the fresh
water division of
Aquatic Farms Ltd.,
Honolulu, Hawaii,
and manages a cattle
ranch. His wife, Freeda, is an elementary
teacher. They live
with their children,
Lisa and William Brian, at 1912 North Park,
Pocahontas, Ark. 72455.
***

Charles E. Babb is employed with E.!.
DuPont, Circleville, Ohio. He is a member
of Pickaway County Citizens for Decency
and Pickaway County Right To Life. He lives
with his wife, Anita, and two children ,
Anita Kathleen and Charles Michael, at
8030 Stoutsville Pike, Circleville, 43113.
***

J. Robert Wood (BA) is deputy fire chief
with the Greenville Fire Dept., Greenville,
Texas. He is married to the former Burma
Lynne Gueths ('68), who is an executive
secretary with E-Systems, Inc. They have
three children - William, Stuart and Robert
- and reside at 4007 Western Circle,
Greenville, 75401.
***

Robert W. Simmons (BS) works for
Nekoosa Papers as systems analyst,
Ashdown, Ark. He is married to the former
Susan Setliff (BA) who is a Cub Scout
leader, PTA president, a member of the city
library board and serves as secretary of

Band Boosters. She is also a member of Extension Homemakers. They reside with
their three children - Robert, Susan Amy
and James - at 161 South 5, Ashdown,
71822.
***

Jacob M. Vincent (SA) preaches for the
Eighth & Harrison Church of Christ, Harlingen, Texas. He is married 10 the former
Marilyn Griffin (BA), and they have th ree
children: Joel, Ann and Daniel. The family
has returned from Buenos Aires, Argenti na,
where they worked as miSSionaries for 13
years. Marilyn is an elementary substitute
teacher in the public schools as well as a
research assistant. The family's address is
819 East Carrol Street, Harlingen, 78550.
***

Nancy Scott Shelley (BA) is education
coordinator (principal) at Great Plains
Hospital, Lawton, Okla. She is also a parttime realtor. Her husband , Larry (M.Th.
70) is a teacher in Lawton Christian School.
Their children are Andrea, Jason and Eric,
and the family lives at 2319 Northwest
75th, Lawton, 73505.
***

George H. Holcomb Jr. (BA) has
recently accepted the position of head football coach and athletic director at Baker
High School in Mobile, Ala. He is married
to the former Maryetta Sandley (BA '68),
who is a lupperware sales manager. Their
children, Cl int and Chris, live with them at
3154 Demetropolis Road, Mobile, 36693.

Dianne Davis
Shewmaker (BA) reo
cently had her manu.
script entitled "Child
Abuse Prevention
Program and Referral
Procedure" included
in the April issue of
the American School
Counselor Association's Elementary
School Guidance and I
Diane and her husban,
live in Bloomi ngton, In
children, Scott, 13, and
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Former Bible Teacher
Addresses 155 Graduates

(MA) serves as a
of Christ. He and
at Route 3, Box
38581.

Summer commencement for 155
students Aug. 12 included 41 master's
degrees, the largest single group in
the history of the school's graduate
studies program.
Baccalaureate degrees included 66
Bachelor of Arts, 27 Bachelor of
Business Administration, eight
Bachelor of Science, six Bachelor of
Science in Nursing, six Bachelor of
Social Work and two Bachelor of
Music Education.
Dr. Jim Howard of Memphis, a
former member of the Bible faculty,
delivered the commencement address
for the group. Howard is the minister
at the White Station Church of Christ
in Memphis.

Anthony (left) and Ken Forte join their mother in celebrating their graduation from
Harding in August.

Band Boosters. She is also a member of Extension Homemakers. They reside with
their three children - Robert, Susan Amy
and James - at 161 South 5, Ashdown,
71822.
***
Jacob M. Vincent (BA) preaches for the
Eighth & Harrison Church of Christ, Harlingen, Texas. He is married to the former
Marilyn Griffin (BA), and they have three
children: Joel, Ann and Daniel. The family
has returned from Buenos Aires, Argentina,
where they worked as missionaries for 13
years. Marilyn is an elementary substitute
teacher in the public schools as well as a
research assistant. The family's address is
819 East Carrol Street, Harlingen, 78550.
***
Nancy Scott Shelley (BA) is education
coordinator (principal) at Great Plains
Hospital, Lawton, Okla. She is also a parttime realtor. Her husband, Larry (MTh .
70) is a teacher in Lawton Christian School.
Their children are Andrea, Jason and Eric,
and the family lives at 2319 Northwest
75th, Lawton, 73505.
***
George H. Holcomb Jr. (BA) has
recently accepted the position of head football coach and athletic director at Baker
High School in Mobile, Ala. He is married
to the former Maryetta Sandley (BA '68),
who is a tupperware sales manager. Their
children, Clint and Chris, live with them at
3154 Demetropolis Road, Mobile, 36693.

Dianne Davis
Shewmaker (BA) recently had her manuscript entitled "Child
Abuse Prevention
Program and Referral
Procedure" included
in the April issue of
the American School
Counselor Association's Elementary
School Guidance and Counseling Journal.
Diane and her husband, Sherman (BA),
live in Bloomington, Ind . and have two
children , Scott, 13, and Brooke, 7.

** *
H. Allen Walker (BS) is head of the
division of sciences and mathematics at
Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson , Tenn.
His wife, the former Karen Pearce ('68), is
an instructor in computer science at FreedHardeman. They reside with their four
children at Route 1, Box 347, Finger, 38334.
***
Donald R. Huddleston (BA) serves as
minister for the Church of Christ, Fairfield,
Calif. He and his wife, Letha, have four
children. The famil y lives at 2021 Windsor
Place, Fairfield. 94533.
***
Shirley Gentry North is an elementary
teacher in the public schools, Nashville,
Tenn. Her husband, Tim (BS '66), is a
pediatrician at Madison Children's Clinic.
They have three children - Tammy, Ken-

neth and Tabitha - and the family's address is P.O. Box 280, Madison, 37115 .

***
A. Dan Mazy is employed with T. U.
Electric as customer service representative,
Brownwood, Texas. He and his wife,
Babette, have two children, Tony and Brandon, and reside at 3513 Surrey Lane,
Brownwood, 76801.
***
Nancy Kendrick Weinrich works at
Park Nicollet Medical Center as clinical
dietitian and health educator. Her husband,
Harold, is an electrical engineer with Control Data Corp. The couple resides with
their sons, Scott and Matthew. at 6645
Humboldt Avenue South, Richfield, Minn .
55423.

***
Nancy Parks Alexander (BA) teaches
fourth grade in the public schools,
Tuscaloosa, Ala. Her husband, Mike (BA
'68), is employed with Uniroyal/Goodrich .
They have a daughter, Melissa, and reside
at 409 35th Avenue, E., Tuscaloosa, 35404.
***
Nancy Royse Hendricks is employed
with Qualivest Capital Management as administrative assistant, Portland, Ore. She
and her two children, Kirk and Lori, live at
4402 East 15th Street, Vancouver, Wash.
98661.
***
J. Ray Toland (BA) is employed with
>
Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. as district :b

Novie C. Perry (SA) works for the U.S.
Postal Service. He is married to the form er
Pat Tippins (BA '67), who is a high school
teacher at Mobile Christian School. They
have two children, Marcie and Sharon, and
reside at 3133 Well borne Drive, West,
Mobi le, Ala. 36695.
***
Carl PUts Jr. has been appoi nted
business development representative for th e
Ban k of North Arka nsas. He and his wife,
Martha, reside in Horseshoe Bend, where
they are both very active in community
affairs.

Class of
Students from 48 states and 25 foreign countries were represented in the flag ceremony during the academic convocation in chapel on the first day of
classes this fall.

schools, Harrisville, W. Va. Her husband,
Randy (BA), is minister of the Church of
manager, operator services, Little Rock, Ark. Christ in Pennsboro, W. Va. The couple has
three sons: Kevin, Michael and Matthew.
He is married to the former Ruth Anne
The
family's address is 206 East Penn
Brown (BA), and they reside with their two
daughters, Tamara and Teresa, at 1 Pontalba Avenue, Pennsboro, 26415.
***
Court, Little Rock, 72211.
Angela Bowman Cook works for Tulsa
***
Junior College in student job placement,
Robert F. Acre (BS) works for
Tulsa, Okla. Her husband, Bill, is a sales
Maybelline as manager of employee relations, North Little Rock, Ark. He is married representative with Keystone Equipment Co.
to the former Margaret Ann Arnold (BA), The family's address is P.O. Box 576, Sand
and they have two sons, Jonathan and Mat- Springs, 74063.
thew. The family's address is 1610
Cool hurst, Sherwood, 72116.
***
Lorna Rowe Thomason works as office
manager for Physicians Anesthesia
Shirley Swayne Vaughan is a partner
~ssociates. She and her son, Christopher,
in Killdee Bluff Designs. They design and
live at 20 Trout Brook Circle, Reisterstown,
manufacture children's and women's sportMd. 21136.
swear. Her husband, Johnny (BS '66), is a
marketing representative with Phillips 66
Co., Wetumpka, Ala. They have three
children - Brent, Greg and Rachel - and
reside at 401 West Bridge Street, Wetumpka,
36092.
Ann Camp McGrath (BA) is financial
***
secretary of Texas Press Women, Inc. She
Dan
Doak
(BA)
was an account executive with KFDX-TV,
has been named diWichita Falls, Texas, for 15 years. She is a
member of the President's Club of Avon In- rector of management
information systems
ternational. Her husband, Jim, is owner of
at Ohio Valley ColMcGrath Brothers Concrete. The couple
lege, Parkersburg, W.
lives with their son, Sean, at 1713 RidgeVa. He will continue
mont, Wichita Falls, 76309.
as director of the
Computer Center and
as assistant professor
in mathematics and computer science.
Doak is married to the former Bobbie Nettles (BA '73), and they reside at 1122 46th
o
Jeannette Heid Chapman (BA) is an
Street, Vienna, 26101.
elementary substitute teacher in the public
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Cathy Ham Young is employed with the
United States Fidelity and Guaranty Co., little Rock, Ark. Her husband, Jeffrey, works
for Conway Transportation Corp., Conway.
They reside with their two children,
Michael and Jennifer, at Route I, Box 4930,
Mabelvale, 72103.
***

'70

Sharon Jean Satterwhite Cade is a
special education teacher at Bonham
Elementary School, Abilene, Texas. Her husband, Randall, is a carpenter. They have
two children, Jessica and Aaron, and live at
Route 4, Box 149A, Abilene, 79601.
***
Sylvia Williams Grimes is a dorm
supervisor at Georgia Christian School,
Valdosta. She lives with her two children,
Rob and Summer, at Route 2, Box 310,
Valdosta. 31601.
***
Alice Landrum (BA) holds the M.D.
degree from the University of Arkansas
Medical School. She is assistant professor in
the department of anesthesiology, University
of Missouri at Colum bia. She is certified by
the American Board of Internal Medicine
and by the American Board of
Anesthesiology. Dr. Landrum resides at
Route 2, Tara Lake Subdivision, Fulton, Mo.
65251.
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with Nigerian Chri~
after which he will
to be involved in tl
Studies. His current
14, Honey Grove, 1

***
Myra Barr Stevens (BA) is employed
with Rockwell International/Space Division
as configuration management analyst, Kennedy Space Center, Fla. Her husband,
Grigs, is an aerospace analyst. The couple's
address is 3505-C Sable Palm Lane,
Titusville, 327S0. ***

Tom Walden (BA) was recently promoted
to maintenance supervisor with Sun Company's southwestern aviation department.
He and his wife, Leslie, reside with
children, Peter, Heidi and Sarah, at 922
West Avenue F, Garland, Texas 75040.

'73

Rebekah Woods Brewer (BA) is an
elementary media specialist in the DeKalb
School System, Du naire School, Stone
Mountain, Ga. Her husband. Ted, is teacher
and OCT coordinator for Avondale High
School. The couple has three children:
Lau ra, Andrew and Sarah. The family's address is 887 Birkenwood Lane, Stone Mountain , 30083.
***
Clarence Thomas
Wilson (MTh.) returned to the states
after a five-year tour
of teaching at Government Teachers' College in Dengi, Plateau
State, Nigeria, in
December 'S6. He
plans a return tour

Denise Tippins M
the Career Planning al
at Harding University,
chairperson of the Ar ~
tion for the third cons
received the J.D. degr~
University of Arkansa,
tie Rock. She resides \
at Route 6, Box 46 , SE

*'

Alice Arrington II
academic dean of SOUl
College, Birmingham, .
Bob, is a securities bro
resources. They reside
Jonathan, at 1621 Mail
Ala. 35007.
**
Jan Pierce Kinwor
employed consultant di
Ed, is employed with tl
Corp. as a nursing hOfT
couple lives with their
Todd, at 1216 Tara Lan!
63303.

Novie C. Perry (BA) works for the U.S.
Postal Service. He is married to the former
Pat Tippins (BA '67), who is a high school
teacher at Mobile Christian School. They
have two children, Marcie and Sharon, and
reside at 3133 Wellborne Drive, West,
Mobile, Ala. 36695.
***

Carl Pitts Jr. has been appointed
business development representative for the
Bank of North Arkansas. He and his wife,
Martha, reside in Horseshoe Bend, where
they are both very active in community
affairs.

with Nigerian Christian College for one year
after which he will return to Plateau State
to be involved in the new School of Biblical
Studies. His current address is Route 2, Box
14, Honey Grove, Texas 75446.
***

Lee Daniel is varsity football coach and
health teacher in the public schools at
Sulphur Springs, Texas. His wife, the former
Mona Prock (BA '75), is part-time swim
and aerobic instructor at a local health club.
They have three children - Summer, Slade
and Spenser Strattan - and reside at 1100
Lemon Drive, Sulphur Springs, 75482.
***

Class of
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Sharon Jean Satterwhite Cade is a
special education teacher at Bonham
Elementary School, Abilene, Texas. Her husband, Randall, is a carpenter. They have
two children, Jessica and Aaron, and live at
Route 4, Box 149A, Abilene, 79601.

Karen Kay Bell Hart is a homemaker
and student at Montevallo University. Her
husband, Leon "Sonny", is project manager
for HOAR Construction. The couple has
four children: Bradley, Kasie, Amanda and
William Wiley. The family's address is 920
Willow Bend Road, Pelham, Ala. 35124.

***

Sylvia Williams Grimes is a dorm
supervisor at Georgia Christian School,
Valdosta. She lives with her two children,
Rob and Summer, at Route 2, Box 310,
Valdosta, 31601.
***

Alice Landrum (BA) holds the M.D.
degree from the University of Arkansas
Medical School. She is assistant professor in
the department of anesthesiology, University
of Missouri at Columbia. She is certified by
the American Board of Internal Medicine
and by the American Board of
Anesthesiology. Dr. Landrum resides at
Route 2, Tara Lake Subdivision, Fulton, Mo.
65251.
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Rebekah Woods Brewer (BA) is an
elementary media specialist in the DeKalb
School System, Dunaire School, Stone
Mountain, Ga. Her husband, Ted, is teacher
and OCT coordinator for Avondale High
School. The couple has three children:
Laura, Andrew and Sarah. The family's address is 887 Birkenwood Lane, Stone Mountain, 30083 .
***

Clarence Thomas
Wilson (MTh.) returned to the states
after a five-year tour
of teaching at Government Teachers' College in Dengi, Plateau
State, Nigeria, in
December '86. He
plans a return tour

Class of
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cm Harris (BA) is warehouse training
manager for Wal-Mart Stores, Bentonville,
Ark. He is married the former Vickie Ellis
(BA '75), who is a reading specialist at Old
High Elementary at Bentonville Public
Schools. Vickie received the Master's in
Elementary Education with a reading
specialist certificate (K-12) and Early
Childhood Education in May, 1987. They
reside with their two children, Kenny and
Kirk, at 108 East Ozark Acres, Bentonville,
72712.
***

Denise Tippins Miller (BS), assistant in
the Career Planning and Placement Office
at Harding University, has been elected
chairperson of the Arkansas MADD Association for the third consecutive year. She
received the J.D. degree in 1987 from the
University of Arkansas School of Law at Little Rock. She resides with her two children
at Route 6, Box 46, Searcy, 72143.
***

Alice Arrington Hollabaugh (BA) is
academic dean of Southern Institute Junior
College, Birmingham, Ala. Her husband,
Bob, is a securities broker - integrated
resources. They reside with their son,
Jonathan, at 1621 Mainsail Circle, Alabaster,
Ala. 35007.

*.*

Jan Pierce Kinworthy (BS) is a selfemployed consultant dietitian . Her husband,
Ed, is employed with the National Health
Corp. as a nursing home administrator. The
couple lives with their two children, Jill and
Todd, at 1216 Tara Lane, SI. Charles, Mo.
63303.

Class of

'75

Melyssa Dobbs Rodriguez is a
homemaker and craftsperson. Her husband,
Rick, is employed with Wal-Mart Distribution Center. The couple has three children:
America, Genevi eve and Zachary. The family lives at Route 1, Box 393, Searcy, 72143.
***

Bill Bonner (BA) serves as minister for
the Church of Christ, Leesburg, Ga. He is
married to the former Leslie Allen (BA),
and they have four children: Leah, Andy,
Timothy and Jonathan. The family's address
is 96 Cherokee, Leesburg, 31763.

•••

Paul G. Bolding (BSMT) is lab manager
of Med Lab of Arkansas, a reference lab
based in Birmingham, Ala. His wife, Pam,
is an LPN at White County Memorial
Hospital. They have three children: Garret,
Mary and Emilee. Their mailing address is
P.O. Box 616, Kensett, Ark. 72082.
.*.

Betsy Hinzman Grosklos is a
homemaker. Her husband, Kenneth, works
for Moores Building Supply. They have
three children - Je~my, Jennifer and Jerrod - and reside at 100 Twila Court,
Marietta, Ohio 45750.
.**

Gilbert Gough (BA) preaches for the
Green Plain Church of Christ at Hazel , Ky.
He is moderator of "Searching the Scriptures," a weekly television program with the
ABC affiliate, WBBJ-TV, Jackson, Tenn . He is
also radio speaker for the "Gospel Broadcast" and the "Words of Life" radio programs on WNBS, Murray, Ky. He is married
to the former Sherri Huddleston, and they
have two daughters, Laura, 11, and Ashley,
8. The family resides at Route 2, Box 212,
Hazel, 42049.
*.*

Alan F. Whitten (BA) and children ,
Liana Joy, 12, and TilJlothy, 10, have recently moved to 604 Ambrose Street, Madison ,
Ala. 35758. Alan is director of computer applications for the Division of Continuing
Education at th e University of Alabama in
Huntsville. He also serves as part-time faculty, teaching accounting information systems.
*.*

Bud and Gloria Burch (BA) Davis have
recently moved to New York City, where he
is vice president for Peter Duchin Orchestras, Inc. Gloria is a homemaker. They
have two children: Ginger, 6, and Shannon,
5. The family's address is 300 East 75th
Street, #9A, New York, 10021.
**.

Terry Wolf Powell (BA) is a
homemaker. Her husband, Phillip, is a
locomotive engineer. They live with their
;J>
two children, Trevor and Kent, at 231 Bayne '
Road, Haslet, Texas 76052.

Class of '75 (Con'd.)

Phyllis "Peggy" Barber Burt (BA) is a
homemaker. Her husband , Bob, serves as
minister for the Church of Christ at
Brookville, Pa. They live with their two
children, Samuel, 8, and Lisa. 6, at RD 4,
Box 236, Brookville, 15825.

Class of
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Mark Hayes (BA) serves as minister for
the Church of Christ in Pratt, Kan. He and
his wife, Carolyn, have two children, Alexa
and Andrea. They reside at 604 Illinois,
Pratt, 67124.
***

Derana Fontenot Dills is an elementary teacher at Ball Play School in Monroe
County, Tenn., Tellico Plains, Tenn. Her address is Route 3, Shortbark Road, 37354.
***

Marcine Lay (BS) is a human resource
generalist at Louisiana School for the Deaf
in Baton Rouge. She also works part time
as a travel agent for Hallmark Travel in
Baton Rouge. Her address is 4484 Floynell,
Apt. 18, Baton Rouge, 70809.

***
Gloria Perry Leverette (BSN) is a
homemaker. Her husband, Randall, is assis-

Class of

tant manager of Fleming Chicks Farms.
They reside with their daughter, Amber
Rachel, at 211 Ontario Street, Box 1ll3,
Beamsville, Ontario, Canada LOR 1BO.

Class of

'79

Judy Chism Nellis (BA) is a service
representative with the' Arkansas Department of Human Services/ Division of Social
Services/Division of Economic and Medical
Services. Her husband, David, works in
biochemical technology. Their address is
P. O. Box 83. Morrilton, Ark. 72110.
***

Paula Grubb Blair teaches science in
grades five through eight at Marion Elementary School, Chesterhill, Ohio. She also attends Ohio University, working toward the
master's degree. She and her son, Benjamin
Blair, reside at 3428 East Hooppole Ridge
Road , McConnelsville, 43756.
***

Norman Kahla (BBA) is an international
compensation analyst for Electronic Data
Systems in Plano, Texas. He is married to
the former Lynn Osburn ('80), and they
have two children, Blake, 6, and Brittany, 4.
The family lives at 7921 Aaron Circle,
Plano, 75023.

'76

'80

Claudene Bowen Gallenbeck (SSW) is
office manager al Ashkinazy Chiropractic
Center, Memphis, Tenn. Her husband, Marc
does research analYSis with the Advertising
Checking Bureau. Their address is 21 South
Diana It3. Memphis, 38104.
***

David Gilliam (BS) is a resident orthopedic surgeon at the University of
Arkansas for Medical Sciences, Little Rock.
He is married to the former Vanessa
Brown (BS '84), who is a registered dietitian at UAMS. The couple lives at 6511
Greenwood, Little ROCk, 72207.
***

Jack R. Shock (BSA) is an assistant professor of communicalion al Harding. He
also serves as director of student publications, advising both the Bison new.spaper
and the Pelit Jean yearbook . He resides at
115 Cherokee, Searcy, 72143.

'81

Keith Bailey is employed with Bryce
Corporation in Searcy, Ark. He is married to
the former Teresa Moulton (BA '80), who
is a teacher in the Searcy Public Schools.
Teresa is implementing a physical education
program at McRae Elementary School in
Searcy. The couple has two children, Tara
and Caleb. The family 's address is 129 Indian Trail, Searcy, 72143.

***

Carol Jones Bryan (BA) teaches first
grade in the public schools, Santa Fe, Texas.
Her husband. Freddie, is an electrician with
Brown & Root Construction Co. They have
a daughter, As hley, who was born August 7,
1982. The family resides at 212 Maple Leaf,
League City. Texas 77573.

***

'77

Susan Bird Simpler (BS) is employed
with Private Industry Council, Inc., as train·
ing coordinator and supervisor. She is a
member of Project Literacy U.S. (PLUS), and
serves as its secretary and project coordinator. Her husband, Daniel , is bui lding
superintendent for the University of West
N
Florida. They reside with their sons, Jeffrey
"7 and Andrew. at 7315 Community Drive,
-< Pensacola, Fla. 32506.

Class of

Class of

Wanda Karene Huey Coble (BA) is a
dairy farmer along with her husband, Kenneth . The Cobles have three children Matthew, Sarah and Daniel - and reside at
Route 1, Box 82, Mountain Grove, Mo.
_65711.

Class of

Danny Osborne (BBA) is a certified
public accountant. He is married to the
former Laurie White ('80), who is a Brite
Music distributor. They reside with their
two children, Stephen and Lisa, at 5061
Eighth Avenue, SW, Naples, Fla. 33999.

Head football coach Larry Richmond visits with reporters during the annual Press Day prior to the
opening of the '88 season

Gena Copeland
retired from teachinf
Schools. Her husban
of facilities at United
their four children and Sarah - at 451,
Tenn. 38117.

Kay Nichols McCauley (BSN) is a
registered nurse at Baptist Medical Center in
Little Rock. She works in the neonatal intensive care unit. She is also a relief shift
supervisor for the maternal/child department. Her husband , Mike, is owner and
manager of The Bugman in Hot Springs.
They reside with son, Justin, 5, at Route 2,
Box 164, Hot Springs, Ark. 71901.

Craig Smith (BS)
Georgia Power Co., S
ried to the former Cl
and they reside with
Bailey Drive, Norcros

***
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Centex Generd Consl
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Dallas, Nashville, Ft.
Washington, D.C. and
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75219.

Chris Jones (BSW) is director of
Midwestern Children's Home. He is completing his master's al Xavier University in
Educational Counseling and preaching for
lhe Pearl Street Church of Christ in Lynchburg, Ohio. His wife, the former Wendy
AshJand ('83), is a homemaker. They have
three children: Kim , 6, Ben 4, and Seth.
The family's address is 415 North Avenue,
P.O. Box 2, Lynchburg, 45142 .

Class

«

Danny Osborne (BBA) is a certified
public accountant. He is married to the
former Laurie White ('80), who is a Brite
Music distributor. They reside with their
two children, Stephen and Lisa, at 5061
Eighth Avenue, S.w., Naples, Fla. 33999.

Class of
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Class of

Mitzi Gayle Thompson (BA) has returned to Carrollton, Texas, following a missionary apprentice in Dundee, Scotland. She
plans to substitute teach in Coppell. Her address is 2202 Stonebrook, Carrollton, 75007.
***
Gina Rogers Dickson is an early
childhood teacher in the public schools, Irving, Texas. Her husband, John, is employed
with Four State Marketing as a manufacturer's representative. They have a son,
Joshua Philip, and reside at 2317 Warwick
Avenue, Grand Prairie, 75052.
***
Barbara Stamps Roberts teaches third
grade in the public schools in Gravette,
Ark. Her husband, Terry, is personnel director for Peterson Industries. The couple's address is P.O. Box 125, Gravette, 72736.
***
Susan Tate Smith (BA) is a homemaker.
Her husband , Scott, is a student at Logan
Chiropractic College. They reside with their
two children, Tammy and Benjamin, at
236A Solon Drive, Ballwin, Mo. 63021.

'80

Claudene Bowen Gallenbeck (BSW) is
office manager at Ashkinazy Chiropractic
Center, Memphis, Tenn . Her husband, Marc.
does research analysis with the Advertising
Checking Bureau. Their address is 21 South
Diana #3, Memphis, 38104.
**.
David Gilliam (BS) is a resident orthopedic surgeon at the University of
Arkansas for Medical Sciences, Little Rock.
He is married to the former Vanessa
Brown (BS '84), who is a registered dietitian at UAMS. The couple lives at 6511
Greenwood, Little Rock, 72207.
***
Jack R. Shock (BBA) is an assistant professor of communication at Harding. He
also serves as director of student publications, advising both the Bison newspaper
and the Petit Jean yearbook. He resides at
115 Cherokee, Searcy, 72143.

Class of

Class of

'81

Keith Bailey is employed with Bryce
Corporation in Searcy, Ark. He is married to
the former Teresa Moulton (BA '80), who
is a teacher in the Searcy Public Schools.
Teresa is implementing a physical education
program at McRae Elementary School in
Searcy. The couple has two children, Tara
and Caleb. The family's address is 129 Indian Trail, Searcy, 72143.
***
Kay Nichols McCauley (BSN) is a
registered nurse at Baptist Medical Center in
Little Rock. She works in the neonatal intensive care unit. She is also a relief shift
supervisor for the maternal/child department. Her husband, Mike, is owner and
manager of The Bugman in Hot Springs.
They reside with son, Justin, 5, at Route 2,
Box 164, Hot Springs, Ark. 71901.
***
Chris Jones (BSW) is director of
Midwestern Children's Home. He is completing his master's at Xavier University in
Educational Counseling and preaching for
the Pearl Street Church of Christ in Lynchburg, Ohio. His wife, the former Wendy
Ashland ('83), is a homemaker. They have
three children: Kim, 6, Ben 4, and Seth.
The family's address is 415 North Avenue,
P.O. Box 2, Lynchburg, 45142.

'83

Gena Copeland Cummings (BA) is
retired from teaching in the Memphis City
Schools. Her husband, Herbert, is director
of facilities at United Inns. They live with
their four children - Philip, Hank, Richard
and Sarah - at 4517 Dee Road, Memphis,
Tenn . 38117.
***
Craig Smith (BS) is employed with
Georgia Power Co., Smyrna, Ga. He is married to the former Cherie Conolty ('83),
and they reside with their children at 2393
Bailey Drive, Norcross, Ga. 30071.

Class of

'82

Chris Genry (BBA) is employed with
Centex Generd Construction Companies as
vice president of finance, Dallas, Texas. He
has also been elected to the Board of Directors of their major operating subsidiaries in
Dallas, Nashville, Ft. Lauderdale,
Washington, D.C. and San Diego. His wife,
Martha, is senior auditor with Arthur
Andersen & Company accounting firm. The
couple lives at 3618 Gillespie, #107, Dallas,
75219.

'84

Jennie Yoakam Williams (BBA) is
employed with Mead Data Central where
she does worldwide sales/ marketing. Her
husband, Jeff, is a law enforcement officer.
They reside with son, Dustin, at 72 Cherry
Street, Springboro, Ohio 45066 .
***
Dr. Kevin P. Martin (BS) began a
psychiatric residency at the Cleveland Clinic
Foundation in July. He graduated from Indiana University School of Medicine in May.
He is married to the former Mary Ciccone
(BA), who teaches high school English. The
Martins' address is 19239 Winslow, Shaker
Heights, Ohio 44122 .

Class of

'85

Erma Lee Pritchard Ort (M.Ed.) is
completing her 10th year as an elementary
teacher with Columbia Christian College,
Portland , Ore. Her husband, Glenn, serves
as minister for the Woodland Church of
Christ. They reside with their two children ,
Lisa and Faith, at 9500 Northeast 9th Street,
Vancouver, Wash. 98664.
***
Kim Rowland Dollins (BSW) is case
manager for the chronically mentally ill at
Searcy Psychiatric Clinic, Searcy, Ark. Her
~
husband, Gregory (BBA '86), is director of w

Class of '85 (Con'rl.)
marketing with Calvin Mitchell, Inc . The
couple lives at 800 West Arch Street, Searcy,
72143.

Class of

'86

Cheryl McCullough Walker (BBA) and
her husband , Mark, live at 179 Milligan
Road, West Babylon, NY. 11704. Mark is a
pilot with Trans World Airlines.

Class of

'87

Johann Snyman (BA) is a graduate student at Radford University. His wife, Peggy,
is also a student. Their address is Department of Psychology, Radford University,
Radford, Va. 24142.

Daniel J. White (BA) is an accountant
with Boeing Aircraft, Wichita, Kan. He lives
at 8405 West Central, Apt. #311, North West
Territory, Wichita, 67212.
**.

Gail Endicott Sutton (BBA) is a contract
programmer for Ryan & Associates, Searcy,
Ark. Her husband, Jeffrey Paul (BSN '83),
is an associate instructor in the Harding
University School of Nursing. The couple's
address is Box 948, Station A, Searcy,
72143.
***

David Glenn Fox (BA) is owner of
Ameri-Tek Cleaning Systems, North Adams,
Mass. He works part time with the Pittsfield
Church of Christ. His address is P O. Box
55, North Adams, 01247.
• **

Angela Sanders Miller is a graduate
clinician with the University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville. Her husband, Matthew, is in
the U.S. Air Force. Their address is 2605
Villa 121 , Fayetteville, 72703.

***

***

Kimberly Dianie Thomason (BBA) is a
graduate student at the University of Central
Arkansas, working toward the master's
degree in business administration. Her address is Route I, Box 245, Bee Branch, Ark.
72013.

Claude E. Michael (BS) is systems
engineer with Electronic Data Systems,
Chico, Calif. He is married to the former
Cynthia Renee Baker (BA), who is a professional beauty consultant with Mary Kay
Cosmetics, Inc. The couple resides at 38
Fair Oaks Circle, Chico, 95926.

***

Jim Cooper (BBA) is assistant administrator of Fulton County Nursing
Center, Salem, Ark. The mailing address for
Jim and his wife, Ann, is P.O. Box 874,
Melbourne, Ark. 72556.
***

Robert A. Schmittou is an insurance
agent with Mark Twain Life, Inc. He is married to the former Lisa Jenkins (BBA '85),
who works in the Eye Care Center, pc.,
Searcy. The couple lives at 310 South Oak,
Searcy, 72143.

•• *

Allison Starnes (BSW) received the
Master of Social Work degree in August
from Tulane University, New Orleans, La.
She did her social work internship at
Ochsner Foundation Hospital on the
pediatrics unit. Her address is 59-B Antigua
Drive, Kenner, 70065.
***

Carol Westjohn (BA) is a medical
technology student at St. Francis Hospital ,
Memphis, Tenn . She resides at 5738 Deerfi eld Drive #1, Memphis, 38134.

•• *

Steven Ray Allen (BA) teaches at Clifton L. Ganus High School, New Orleans,
La. His address is 7500 Chef Menteur
-d Highway #13, New Orleans, 70126.

=:

***

John D. Loe (BBA) works with Wilt,
Keasler & Henderson as staff accountant,
Texarkana, Texas. He passed the CPA exam
in May, 1987. Loe resides at 1021 College Drive, Apt. 2048, Texarkana, 75503.

* ••

Regina L. Dabbs (BA) works for
Westinghouse Electric Corporation as communications operator, Alamo, Tenn. Her address is Route 2, Box 157, Alamo, 38001.
June Beeson Thompson (BA) is special
education teacher at Old High Elementary
School, Bentonville, Ark. Her husband,
Todd (BBA), is a programmer in the data
processing division of Wal-Mart general office. The couple lives at 1206 Cedar Place,
Bentonville, 72712.

Son , Adam, to Paul (BA '81) and Cathy
Coburn ('82) Mowrer March 12. He joins
two sisters, Angie and Valerie. Paul teaches
band, chorus and elementary music at
Mobile Christian School in Mobile, Ala . The
family lives at 851 East Trailwood Drive,
Mobile, 36608.

*.*

Oma Mingues Hicks is employed with
McDonald's as a trainer. Her husband, Bobby, is in the U.S. Marine Corps. They reside
with their son at #7 Collins Estate, Midway
Park, N.C. 28544.
***

John R. "Jay" Hayward is employed
with Data Forms as a sales representative,
Fayetteville, Ark. He is married to the
former Lonna Spoerl and they have a son,
John Raymond II. The family lives at 2208
Clover, Fayetteville, 72701.

***
Alan Kent Granberg received the B.S.
degree in 1987 from the University of
Washington. He is employed with Standard
and Poor's Corp. as analyst, New York, NY.
His address is 30-2507 Newport Parkway,
Jersey City, N.J. 07310.

.**

Son , David Christopher, to Kyle and
Mollie Cox (BA '79) Degge September 22,
1987. He joins big sisters, Whitney Leigh
and Jennie Rebe~ca. Kyle serves as minister
for the Ch urch of Christ. The family lives at
602 Charter Street, DeKalb, III. 60115 .
***

Bryan R. Bearden (BS) serves as
associate minister for the Church of Christ,
Falls Church , Va. He is included in the
1987 edition of Outstanding Young Men of
America. His wife, Cindy, is secretary to the
vice president of Riggs Bank of Virginia.
They make their home at 4367 Americana
Drive, #203, Annandale, 22003.

'88

***

Son, Justin Robert, to Steve (BBA '83)
and DiAnn Sbumate (BA '81) Jones
August 28, 1987. Steve works for the family
business, Jones & Lockhart Welding, fnc .
The family lives at 11737 Penmar Drive,
Maryland Heights, Md. 63043.

Daughter, Harmony MarIana, to Mike and
Kim Ward (BA '80) Black June 3, in
Alconbury Air Force Base, England.

Births

Class of

Daughter, Molly Elise, to Randy (BBA
'85) and Heverly HounseL (BS '83)
Richey July 6 in Dallas. The family lives at
510 Gettysburg, Mesquite, Texas 75149.

***

***

***

Jeff Lynn Ziegler (CCP) serves as
minister for the Church of Christ, Centralia,
Mo. He and his wife, Diane, live at 712
South Allen, Centralia, 65240.

Timothy J. Gibbs (BA) serves as
associate minister for the Daingerfield
Church of Christ, Daingerfield, Texas. He is
a member of Morris County Teen Coalition
and a member of the board of directors for
Camp Deer Run. He and his wife, Kenia,
live at Route I, Box 45-M, Hughes Springs,
75656.

Daughter, Darci Lee, to Douglas and
Susan Taylor (BA '78) Adkisson October
19, 1987. She has a brother, Eric. Douglas
is employed with General Motors, and
Susan makes crafts for a home party line.
They reside at 1109 East Rowland, Flint,
Mich. 48507.

.*.

Daughter, Molly Allyson, to Stephen (BA
'78) and Beverly Cole ('84) Kellar May 9
in Arlington, Texas. They reside at 1706
Jackson St., Arlington, 76013.

***
Daughter, Allison Elizabeth, to Shawn
('88) and Cindy Goings (BA '86) Evins
January 23. Shawn is employed with the
Kroger chain, and Cindy is special education teacher for Newport High School. Their
address is 2708 Highland, Newport, Ark.
72112 .

•••

Son, Kirk Jacob, to Rick (BA '78) and
Karen Hoover ('91) Ralston December
21, 1987. The family resides at 401 East
Park, Apt. 2, Searcy, 72143.

***

Son, Gregory !Jean, to Wenden (SA '78)
and Rhonda Smythe ('79) Glass Dec. 15.
1986 in Shreveport , La. He joins big
brother, 'frey, fou r. The family resides at
6302 Anandale, Bossier City, 71112.

Marriages
Sara J, Bryant (BSN "(':J) to Bruce M.
Dusterhoff November 28, 1987. Bruce is
shift engineer and senior reactor operator at
Palisades Nuclear Power Plant. Sara is a
homemaker. The couple resides at 323
Eagle Street, South Haven , Mich. 49090.

•••

Anita Joyce Bresbears (BSN '87) to
Eric Vaughan Simmons (SA '86) June 18
in Searcy.

•••
Mark Helms (BA '83) to Jennifer Gif.
ford (BSN '86) May 14 in Dallas, Texas.
Mark received the D.D.S. degree from
Baylor College of Dentistry June 4. Jennifer
Is a nurse in the neurosurgical intensive
care unit of Parkland Hospital , Dallas. The
couple resides at 2008 Laramie, Mesquite,
75149.
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Rebecca lynn Plumlee (SA '86) to
Gary Phillips June 4. The bride is employed
as an Early Intervention Childhood
SpeciaJist in Illinois. The groom is pursuing
the Ph.D. degree at Sou them Illinois
University.

••
Elizabeth Jill Blake (SA '83) to Michael
Alan Straughn June 4 in Lenexa. Kan. The
bride is employed by the Un.iversity of Kansas Medical Center. The groom is
owner/operator of Mini Stitches
Monogramming.
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Richey July 6 in Dallas. The family lives at
510 Gettysburg, Mesquite, Texas 75149.
.**
Son, Justin Robert, to Steve (BBA '83)
and DiAnn Shumate (BA '81) Jones
August 28, 1987. Steve works for the family
business, Jones & Lockhart Welding, Inc.
The family lives at 11737 Penmar Drive,
Maryland Heights, Md. 63043.
***
Son, David Christopher, to Kyle and
Mollie Cox (SA '79) Degge September 22 ,
1987. He joins big sisters, Whitney Leigh
and Jennie Rebe~ca. Kyle serves as minister
for the Church of Christ. The family lives at
602 Charter Street, DeKalb, Ill. 60115.
***
Daughter, Harmony MarIana, to Mike and
Kim Ward (BA '80) Slack June 3, in
Alconbury Air Force Base, England.
***

Son, Gregory Dean, to Wendell (BA '78)
and Rhonda Smythe ('79) Glass Dec. 15,
1986 in Shreveport, La. He joins big
brother, Trey, four. The family resides at
6302 Anandale, Bossier City, 71112.
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Marriages
Sara J. Bryant (SSN "(\:I) to Sruce M.
Dusterhoff November 28, 1987. Bruce is
shift engineer and senior reactor operator at
Palisades Nuclear Power Plant. Sara is a
homemaker. The couple resides at 323
Eagle Street, South Haven, Mich. 49090.
***
Anita Joyce Breshears (BSN '87) to
Eric Vaughan Simmons (SA '86) June 18
in Searcy.
***

Mark Helms (SA '83) to Jennifer Gifford (BSN '86) May 14 in Dallas, Texas.
Mark received the D.D.S. degree from
Baylor College of Dentistry June 4. Jennifer
is a nurse in the neurosurgical intensive
care unit of Parkland Hospital , Dallas. The
couple resides at 2008 Laramie, Mesquite,
75149.

.*.

Rebecca Lynn Plumlee (SA '86) to
Gary Phillips June 4. The bride is employed
as an Early Intervention Childhood
Specialist in Illinois. The groom is pursuing
the Ph.D. degree at Southern Illinois
University.

The rock houses on Blakeney Street just south of Rhodes Field House are razed to make room for
construction of a new men 's residence hall, scheduled for completion by the fall of 1989.

Susan Diane Metz (BBA '84» to raul
Pano Paulos ('84) June 4 at Westside
Church of Christ in Russellville, Ark. Susan
is employed by Capital City Business College as financial aid director. Pano is a student at ITT Technical Institute of Houston,
Texas, majoring in electronic engineering .
***

Retha Gaill.eamons (SA '84) to Mark
Stephen Robinson (SS '79) June 25 in
Camden. The bride is employed with Harmony Grove Schools as a second grade
teacher. The groom is a graduate of
Southern College of Optometry and is working in private practice in Lake Village. Their
address is Sox 827, Lake Village, Ark.
71653.
***
Sarah Ann Brown (BA '88) to Timothy
Eric Bowen (BS '87) July 1 in Searcy.

***

Sympathy

Elizabeth Jill Blake (SA '83) to Michael
Alan Straughn June 4 in Lenexa, Kan. The
bride is employed by the University of Kansas Medical Center. The groom is
owner/operator of Mini Stitches
Monogramming.

Our Sympathy To
Ruby Davis Williams (BA '53) whose
brother, W. 1. Davis, died May 30.
Sharon Bridges Cullinson ('70) in the

death of her husband, Ron (BA '67), May
24 in Brentwood, Tenn.
Louise Beamish Shewmaker ('51) in
the death of her father July 8.
The family of Uldene Mills Collins (BA
'30), who died April 30 in Yucaipa, Calif.
Anita Dunn Reeves ('37) at the death
of her husband, Homer P. Reeves (BA
'34), May 1, in Georgetown, Texas. Her address is 1616 Oak Lane, Georgetown, Texas
78626.
George Rogers in the death of his wife,
the former Virginia Hanna (,54), who died
May 10 in Memphi~ Tenn .
The family of Dr. Harold Holloway
('33), who passed away May 29 at Poplar
Bluff, Mo.
Robin Brewer Baker ('80), whose husband, David ('78) died August 4 in Searcy.
Walter Larkins (BA '44) of Riverhead,
NY. in the death of his wile, the former
Alma Thornberry (BA '44) April 23.
The family of J. E. "B1ackie" Berryhill
(BS '40), who passed away August 11 in
Searcy. He taught history and Bible at Harding Academy from 1952 to 1975 and served
as principal and registrar of the school. He
is the father of John E. (BA '65) of Ferndale, Ark. , Rheba Berryhill Bohannon
~
('62) 6f Searcy and Jimmy (BA '73) of
,.....
Ul
Brownsboro, Texas.

Harding University

BOOKSTORE

A. Heavyweight Crewneck Sweatshirt
(cotton, polyester, rayon)
Adult sizes only
(pearl gray heather) - $19.95

B. Crewneck Sweatshirt (50/50 cotton/acrylic)
Adult (navy, oxford, royal, black) - $14.00
Youth (oxford, royal, black) - $12.25
Also available in hooded style - black only
Adult $18.25
Youth- $16.25
C. Rugby Jersey wi collar
(50/50 cotton, polyester)
Adult sizes only
(Black w/gold, white) - $26.75

Crewneck Sweatshirt (50/50 cotton/polyester)
Infant, Toddler Sizes 12 mo., 18 mo., 2T, 4T
(white only) - $13.75
(Other styles available in children's sizes)

Heavyweight T-shirt (100% cotton)
Adult (white, mint, nectar,
straw) - $13.95

F. Medium Weight T-shirt
(50/50 cotton, polyester)
Adult (aqua, wine, royal, pink,
silver) - $8.95
Youth (royal, powder blue, pink,
wine) - $7.95

Mug - $7.50
H. Pennant (12 x 30)
black/gold - $8.25

Cap - twill (silver, white) - $8.25
corduroy (black, silver, white) -

ORDER FROM:

Style

Harding University Bookstore
Color

•

P. O. Box 927

Size·

Quantity

*Indicate Adult (A-S, A-M , A-L, A-XL) or Youth (Y-S, YoM , Y-L)

•

Station A

•

Price

$8.25

Searcy, Arkansas 72143-5591
Extended

Ark . Add 4 % sales tax

Shipping & Handling Add $1.00 per item
Please include check for TOTAL
u..

Shipping Address:

o

,..~
~
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